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Predecessor to St. Ignatius College, San Francisco early 1850's

Father Flavian Fontaine
And A College Of Sorrows:
A Little Known Page From San Francisco's Past
McGLOIN, S. J.
University of San Francisco

JoHN BERNARD

When one thinks of the well known Mission Dolores in San
Francisco, it is appropriate that relation be made between it and
the entire chain of Franciscan missions which were established in
California between 1769-1823. Happily the history of these religious outposts of empire comprises a well known page in the story
of Catholicism in California and Mission Dolores is no exception
in this regard.1 Less well known, though, are some of the individual priests who manned Dolores after the Franciscans had relinquished its care. For example, there is no completely satisfactory
1

account of Padre Prudencio Santillan ( 1822-? ), a young secular
priest from Mexico who served Dolores in the late 1840's but who
left it (presumably on his own authority) to return to his native
country. Another priest who has long interested the present author
is Flavian Fontaine, SS.CC. whose life span was rather brief
( 1810-1854) and who served Mission Dolores and established a
school there between 1850-1853. If Padre Santillan went home because of the inadequacies he felt with the coming of the Americans
and others in the Gold Rush, it should be added that, only a few
years later, Padre Flavian literally fled from San Francisco when
he found himself entangled in a whole plethora of debts and unfulfilled financial obligations. Some years ago, while searching in
various European archives for materials concerning the American
period of Catholicism in California (this may be dated from December 7, 1850, when Bishop Joseph Alemany arrived in San Francisco) I came on some interesting letters written by Fontaine from
Mission Dolores to his European superiors; these were consulted
and photographed in the archives of the Picpus Fathers near
Rome. 2 Details mentioned by Father Fontaine plus some other information concerning his shortlived College of Sorrows (as it came
to be known) have inspired this present article as a small contribution to the literature of the American period of California's
Catholicism.
The year 1850 was a pivotal one in the story of the Catholic
church in San Francisco; as indicated, it was in December of that
year that a young, newly consecrated bishop arrived in the Gold
Rush City with the title of bishop of Monterey. This was Joseph
Sadoc Alemany, O.P. ( 1814-1888 ), and the many challenges that
were to be his for over thirty years included, at the outset, the
fact that his diocese of Monterey included all of Upper and Lower
California. 3 In 1853 he became the first archbishop of San Francisco - only three years after his arrival in California. When the
thirty-six year old prelate came to an area already famous because
of the discovery of gold, he found in addition to a few secular
priests, members of three religious groups of his church represented in the Catholic scene. (He, himself, was a friar of the Order
of Preachers - commonly called Dominicans.) These included some
Franciscans, as well as a Jesuit, Father John Nobili, and several of
the Congregation of Picpus, whose official title was that of the
Fathers of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Two of their
number, Peres Bachelot and Short, had gone from France to the
Sandwich Islands as missionaries in 1827 whence they had proceeded to California five years later. Their stay was a brief one;
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in two years ( 1837) they had returned to the Sandwich Islands.
BUJt a second phase of their apostolic activities in California began
in 1848 when, answering a call of the Franciscan administrator of
ecclesiastical affairs in California, Padre Gonzalez Rubio, 4 two of
the Picpus fathers, Peres Le Bret and Holbein, came to help. On
April 5, 1850, three of the Peres Picpus landed in San Francisco;
one of them, Simeon Dumonteil, already prominent in the affairs
of his congregation, was assigned to take charge of Mission Dolores
when Padre Santillan left his post and returned to Mexico. 5 He
was to be joined by Flavian Fontaine in the fall of 1850.
Since we are here to concentrate on Fontaine, it will help to
provide a brief sketch of his life. Born on June 25, 1810, at Ellezelles, in the diocese of Tournai in Belgium, the future Father
Flavian was ch1istened Louis Joseph; he was the son of Andre
Joseph Fontaine and Marie Agnes Wolmaeg. In 1848, already 38
years old, he entered the Picpus group of foreign missionaries
and the records call him a "professed priest' as of September 8,
1849. Assigned to foreign missionary work, Pere Fontaine left for
America on April 11, 1850 and, after an interval in Valparaiso,
Chile, arrived at Mission Dolores, first as assistant to Dumonteil
but soon to be his successor as pastor, in October, 1850. (His name
is on the passenger list of the French ship, the Arche d'Alliance,
which entered the Golden Gate on October 12, 1850 after a successful journey from Chile.) Temporary permission to exercise his
priestly functions was quickly accorded to him by Father Anthony
Langlois, 6 a French Canadian secular priest, who had been appointed by Padre Gonzalez Rubio, who was living in Santa Barbara, as his vicar for northern California. On November 2, 1850,
Father Gonzales, earlier apprised of Fontaine's arrival, gave him
regular "faculties" to exercise his ministry. As already indicated, he
was to be a busily engaged priest for three years and we shall later
indicate what the nature and extent of his ministry was; leaving
Mission Dolores in August, 1853, Father Fontaine died at Callao,
the port city of Lima in Peru, on February 26, 1854, aged forty
four. Here then is the essential framework on which we shall base
our comments concerning Flavian Fontaine and his brief, but interesting work in Gold Rush San Francisco or, more precisely, in
a decayed Mission Dolores located several miles away from the
center of activity which was concentrated around Portsmouth Plaza
adjacent to the bay.
Before arriving in San Francisco, Father Fontaine wrote in
French from Valparaiso, Chile to his "Fathers and Brothers" at the
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Novitiate house in Louvain, Be~gium. His letter, dated August 25,
1850, is a lengthy one and gives both an interesting and a detailed
account of his journey to Chile from le Havre in France. Mentioning that his journey was not to end in Chile but that he was to
proceed with two companions to California, he added that he did
not yet know what part of California he would be assigned. He
wrote:
For now, I shall proceed to San Francbco where l shall receive furth er
direction. I leave it all to the will of God and to my superiors. I salute you
all and ask earnestly for your prayers-especially for those of the novices
who are preparing themselves for future missionary labors. California is a
haven or refuge for the offscouring of the various countries of the world.
There are, I believe, some happy exceptions but they are rare. So pray for
me. Farewell.
Flavian Fontaine,
Priest and l'd issionary Apostolic'

It was to be several months after his arrival at Mission Dolores
before Pere Flavian would write to his same brethren at Louvain
concerning his life in San Francisco - or in its adjacent mission.
Writing from "Mission de San Francisco de Dolores" under date
of December 15, 1850, he described his entrance through the
Golden Gate on the Arche d'Alliance without benefit of pilot; he
called San Francisco Bay "one of the prettiest in the entire world."
As had so many others, he noted the large number of abandoned
ships in the spacious harbor and soon was listening to the babel
of many languages which marked Gold Rush San Francisco. Commenting favorably on what he considered to be, at least in a general sense, the essential good order which he had found in the
town (seemingly, others would have disagreed) Pere Flavian comments that the 80,000 inhabitants seem to be inordinately and predominantly in favor of all types of gambling. He reports to his
brethren that the "Catholics have one church in the city itself,
served by three priests, M. Langlois, Vicaire General and a Canadian, by a M. Rock of Luxembourg and a M. Crock from lreland these latter two are soon to leave for Oregon."8 He continues:
As for myself, I live at the Mission of Dolores, at scme distance from the
city itself. This was the first mission established in Northern California and
was founded in 1776 by the Franciscans, Fathers Pa!Ott and Cambon.n Once
prosperous, these missions are now in a very sad state. I have been kept
quite busy since my arrival taking care of cholera victims and other sick
persons, administrating the sacraments and officiating at burials and the like.
There are said to be more than 1200 medical doctors in San Francisco but
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only a relatively few, it seems, practice medicine. The rest, for the most
part, appear to be employed in hotels and cafes.lO

Father Fontaine was in sympathy, it seems, with the many who
had found California somewhat or considerably less than they had
hoped for. His comment was as follows:
All in all, California appears to be a place of disillusionment for most who
come here. If priests wish to come as missionaries, they will not be without
trials and difficulties in their work. It is said that some Notre Dame sisters
from Namur in Belgium are to come here from Oregon. They will be most
welcome, indeed. There is a most urgent need for all kinds of such establishments here.ll

It is of special interest to read in this same letter what the Belgian priest's reaction was to the newly arrived Bishop Alemany.
Here is what he wrote:
Monsignor Joseph Alemany, a Catalan with miSSIOnary experience in the
United States, arrived here safeiy last Friday. He has not yet chosen the
place of his episcopal residence. The clergy and Catholics here received the
news of his arrival with very great joy. They will no longer have to carry
on by themselves without proper episcopal direction. Bishop Alemany, who
speaks several languages, appears to be a man of action, quite young (he is
thirty six years of age) small in stature but apparently in good health without being especially robust. He has such a gracious and affable way as to
have already endeared himself here. His personal piety is a living sem1on .
The Catholics of San Francisco have already set up a campaign to make a
collection for his immediate needs. As soon as we learned of his arrival,
Father Dumonteil and I presented ourselves and the bishop received us
most graciously. He said, grasping us by our hands: 'You will find in me
a devoted brother.' Last week he visited us here at Mission Dolores. After
offering Mass, he addressed the people, giving them a truly apostolic allocution and concluding by imparting his episcopal blessing. We are in perfect
harmony. The Bishop is a Dominican and brought with him another priest
of his Order who is also small in stature.!~

As already indicated, Flavian Fontaine was blunt in his comments about conditions to be encountered in California. He told
his correspondents that if any Belgians asked about coming to
California, rthey should be told that, while the country offered
great chances for health to those who were men of "discipline
courage and willingness to work," they would have to put up with
very many moral as well as physical difficulties. Mentioning that
the mines were not producing as much revenue as one commonly
heard about in Europe, - "one in a thousand may prove extraordinarily successful" - he noted that others must content themselves
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with considerably less yield. In any event, much hard work would
have to be performed if success was to attend the hard work of
the miners. Fontaine next amply confirmed with appropriate figures what is commonly known about the high cost of living in
Gold Rush San Francisco. Although not old himself, Father Florian
concludes this interesting letter with some paternal (or, at least,
fraternal) advice to his brethren in Belgium :
With regard to you, my dear brothers, I would not urge you to ambition
corning here unless you are quite willing to undergo a long and hazardous
journey. However, if I could return to Belgium to address you, I would
say: "Corne, indeed, for there is so much good to be done." Let us hope
that soon there will be a railroad across Panama for this will make the trip
incomparably easier: indeed, then it will be hardly more than a pleasant
prornenade.13
I must add that there are too few priests of our Congregation here; some
are quite old and I am the youngest of them all. We are only five in
number here in California now and we are separated by great distances.
Pray hard that more laborers may be sent into His vineyard.14

Two month later, Father Flavian wrote a letter to his Superior
General, who had the title of Archbishop of Chalcedon. 15 Mentioning that he was enclosing a letter from Bishop Alemany in
which the latter had detailed his wishes concerning the work of the
Picpus Fathers in his diocese, he added that Pere Dumonteil had
left for South America and that he was at the moment alone at his
post; after giving various items of news concerning various priests
of their congregation in California, Fontaine wrote : "Each Sunday,
I preach in English, Spanish and French at the same Mass: I try
to be brief so as not to make the services too long. I also hear
confessions in various languages." 16
Six weeks later, on April 15, 1851, Father Flavian again wrote
from Mission Dolores to his Superior General. This time much of
the letter concerned itself with a quite detailed account of his religious brethren in the state; of more interest are the sentiments
he expressed about religious conditions at Dolores and environs
as he saw them:
Religion in this country is in need of much aid. My ministry here is progressing quite well. Already I have made two conversions to the faith . A
brother and his sister, aged 21 and 18 respectively, both of an American
family, have now been baptized. Although the parents were at first opposed,
they later proved themselves grateful to me. I hope that more will join
our small flock here at Mission Dolores. Among my people are some who are
quite edifying and pious in their lives - others, of course, are careless
and a cause of concern to me. I salute especially the Irish here - for they
are generous, active and strong in their faith.17
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It would appear that -local conditions had deteriorated during
the months since Fontaine's arrival in San Francisco; in a
former letter, as already indicated, he had been quite optimistic
about public safety in San Francisco; however, the later letter
mentions the very unsettled conditions then prevailing with the
added comment that "many now go about armed in self-defense."
(Evidently, what he wrote should be related to the overall conditions which brought about the formation of San Francisco's
Comm~ttee of Vigilance in the same year in which Fontaine
wrote.) Confirmatory, indeed, of what was then written was a
somewhat earlier letter of the soon to depart Pere Dumonteil
who, writing to the Superior General in early 1851, remarked
that "everything seems to be going badly in San Francisco at this
time. Murders multiply; there is absolutely no commerce; every
day I have Frenchmen asking me for work so that they may have
something to eat. Up at the mines, very little gold is being found.
Also rain is very frequent here now together with much very
cold weather."18
Despite the fact that a Belgian priest was "maintaining the fort"
at a Mission Dolores obviously quite far advanced in decay, his
work seems to have attracted but minimal attention in the press
of the city. Indeed, in an Alta California listing of "Churches in
San Francisco" published on February 9, 1851, there is no mention at all of Mission Dolores - which, seemingly, was regarded
as so remote from the city itself as not to merit listing. The sole
Catholic listing was that of the "Roman Catholic Church, Vallejo
Street between Dupont and Stockton Streets. "However, on the
very next day, the Alta did note with approval the "considerable
improvement in the cemetery ground on the Mission Road. It looks
much better now than formerly."l n
Parochial ministries, while imp01tant to those concerned, rarely
make either headlines or journalistic mention. However, scrutiny
of the original parish records still preserved at Mission Dolores
confirms the fact that Father Flavian was steadily at work in administering the sacraments to his people. The first baptism performed by him was entered under date of November 6, 1850 with
three others also indicated for the rest of 1850. In 1851, there are
ten baptisms recorded (another priest, Father Rock, previously
mentioned in this article, also assisted in the baptisms during this
same year.) In 1852, Fontaine's name was inscribed for seven
baptisms at Mission Dolores, but the gaps between these, plus the
greater number baptized by Father Rock, indicate that, perhaps,
Fontaine was absent from Dolores for sometime - or that he dele-
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gated Rock to pedonn the parochial functions because of his occupation with plans for his school. In 1853, the year of his leaving
Dolores and San Francisco, Father Flavian baptized fifteen persons according to these same records. During the years 1851-1853
his name is also found as a witness to twenty two marriages performed at Mission Dolores. Records can sometimes be so routine
as to be boring; however, at times they tell a special story in themselves. It would seem that the first month of Fontaine's stay at
Dolores saw him occupied in the somber task of burying the dead
in more than ordinary numbers. The cholera he mentioned in one
of his letters caused him to have eleven burials in one week, from
October 24-31, 1850. (Indeed, on the last day, the 31st, it was
his sad task to officiate at three such funerals. ) Almost thirty more
are recorded for the months of November and December, 1850.
Similarly, in 1851, we find twenty five such entries with fifty more
in 1852 - although, once again, Father Rock had even a greater
number in that year. In 1853, si~ty-five burials are listed until
Fontaine's hasty departure in September. An interesting detail is
that the next funeral listed was performed by Archbishop Alemany
- this consisted in final rites for three persons. Evidently, the
prelate was taking over while endeavoring to provide a successor
to the departed Fontaine. 2 o
Father Joseph Riordan, a Jesuit historian who has treated
somewhat extensively of Father Florian because of the latter's
founding of a small school at Mission Dolores which was later
taken over by Santa Clara College, speaks of him "as a tall man
with black hair of commanding figure and handsome face. He
spoke English fluently and with a good accent." 21 In the light of
these several acceptable characteristics, it is unfortunate to have
to record that Flavian Fontaine, evidently no business man, became so involved in an impractical scheme involving a school
which he established as to make him so discouraged that he
chose flight from San Francisco rather than to face several legal
actions which had been instituted against him. We shall endeavor
to recreate the main details of this phase of his life - although
more emphasis is here given to the epistolary reports he sent to
Europe from Mission Dolores, 1850-1853.
On April 11, 1850, some months before Fontaine's arrival, Padre
Prudencio Santillan, then acting as pastor of Mission Dolores, sold
the property of the mission - quite certainly an illegal action and, by the end of the month, left the mission for Mexico. As we
have seen, he was replaced by Fathers Dumonteil and Fontaine.
The area surrounding Mission Dolores had long been a favorite
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amusement place for earlier San Franciscans attracted by such
events as bear and bull fights and the like. At a spot now far
from the mission, Fontaine decided, presumably after Dumonteil's
departure, to open a school. Although the exact date of its opening
is not certain, it would appear that classes were in .session in the
early part of 1852.~~ Details about this school are rather scanty;
Father Riordan states that it was situated to the n01th of the
mission and "contained three rooms with as many teachers, though
the pupils do not seem to have much exceeded twenty . ~:~ Only boys
were admitted. It was not long before Father Flavian decided to
provide for boarders as well as for day students - and this may
have been the first of a series of mistakes which were to continue
until his depmture. In 1853 he decided to erect more commodious
quarters and contracted for a two story building, 160 by 30 feet,
for a sum of $9000. The structure was to be built of bricks easily
obtainable at the Mission Brick Yard located only a few blocks
away. Father Flavian seems to have been completely sold on the
site he selected - a gentle rise just high enough to provide a view
of part of the growing city and looking down on the mission
itself. ~ 4 (He was certain of an abundant supply of water coming
from an adjacent spring. ) However high his hopes and noble his
unselfish aspirations, it was not long before Fontaine was quite
over his depth in financial problems of an acute nature. It would
appear that he was an honest, if impractical, man and that he
did the best he could in trying to pay his debts as they mounted.
He expended almost $1500 in several months to pay some initial
expenses and then entered upon the borrowing stage. It was not
long before he was quite entangled with law suits and the like
(his revenue from the school appears to have been quite minimal) .
The record demonstrates that he paid his last $400 to a creditor
and gave his note to another for $2530, settled what debts he could
and then decided to leave the scene of his financial debacle.2 u In
this connection, a press notice of the day is of interest:
SUDDEN DEPARTURE
The Rev. Father Flavious (sic) Fontaine, late priest of the Mission
Dolores, has left his position within a few days and, it is supposed, went to
the Isthmus in one of the last steamers. It was reported that he took with
him about $30,000 of church funds, but we are requested to say that the
report is premature. The exact position of affairs is not known. The Padre
was extensively engaged in building and in making improvements and may
have become disgusted with his success in business matters. In a few days,
more will be known about the matter.2G
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Less than a week later, the Alta California had this to remark
about ''!'Affaire Fontaine:"
THE REV. FR. FLAVIUS (sic) FONTAINE.
The report that this gentleman carried off money of the church is denied by the Catholic papers. It is said that he left a number of debts but
likewise plenty of property to liquidate them.~7

The subsequent history of Father Flavian's "College of Sorrows'
would seem to testify to the fact that the assertion of there being
"plenty of property to liquidate the debts" was quite unrealistic.
Whatever the fiscal tangles involved, it is certain the enterprise
envisioned by Father Flavian did, indeed, become a college of
sorrows near the mission of that name and that it helped to disturb the spirit of Father Flavian to such an extent that he fled
from the scene. A legitimate guess could be that, almost in a state
of panic, he simply determined to return to the headquarters of
his religious congregation in Belgium, there to furnish an honest
account of the debacle and, possibly, to ask for financial aid. All
this remains in the conjectural order, however, for, as indicated,
Father Flavian was not to make it as far as Europe. Death came
suddenly at the port city of Callao in Peru; on February 26, 1854,
aged only forty-four, he died and, presumably, was interred there. 27
What has been written here is an attempt to put some historical
flesh and blood upon his bones as well as to recall his brief but
interesting years at Mission Dolores.
It would seem that it is from the study of such persons as Flavian Fontaine and others that, eventually, a more complete record will be written of that same Catholic past in San Francisco.
l.

The literature about the California missions is quite extensive. Ranging
from the scholarly to the popular, it includes monographs and other
accounts of varying merit. Among the better books are Edith B. Webb,
Indian Life at the Old Missions, (Los Angeles, 1952); Editors of Sunset
Books: The California Missions, A Pictorial History (Menlo Park, 1964};
of special worth is the recent authoritative volume by Maynard Geiger,
O.F.M. Franciscan Missionaries in Hispanic California, 1769-1848, A
Biographical Dictionary, (Pasadena, 1969}; more specifically on Mission
Dolores is the older work of Zephryn Engelhardt, O.F.M. San Francisco
or Mission Dolores (Chicago, 1924}.

2.

When consulted by the present author, these archives were located at
the Casa Generalizia of the Peres Picpus, Grottaferrata, near Rome.
congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary acquired the name
of "The Picpus Fathers" because for many years before removal to Grottaferrata, their motherhouse was located on Rue Picpus in Paris.
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On Alemany, cf. the present author's California's First Archbishop:
The Life of Joseph Sadoc Alemany, O.P., 1814-1888 (New York, 1966).
4. Jose Maria Gonzales Rubio, O.F.M. (1804-1875) was a distinguished
Franciscan who governed the California Catholic Church as "Administrator of the Mitre" in the years (1846-1850) between the death of the
Franciscan Bishop F rancisco Garcia Diego y Moreno (1785-1846) and
the arrival of Bishop Alemany in December, 1850.
5 . Simeon Dumonteil, SS.CC (1793-1872) occupied the important position
of Official Visitor of his Congregation to both the Sandwich Islands
and California. It was in this capacity that he visited Mission Dolores
where he acted as pastor until Flavian Fontaine's arrival there.
6. Reverend Anthony Langlois (1812-1892) was a pioneer priest in Gold
Rush San Francisco. He served as first pastor (although he was not
the founder) of St. Francis Church there. Cf. the present author's
"Anthony Langlois, Pioneer .Priest in Gold Rush San Francisco" in
Southern California Quarterly, volume XLIX, n. 4 (December, 1967)
pp. 407-424.
7. Father Flavian's letter was photographed for the author's use; the
translation is from the French and the French copy, etc. are now in
the Historical Archives of the University of San Francisco.
8. While "M. Langlois" is instantly identifiable, there appears to be no
information concerning the Father Brock of Luxembourg who was to
help in parochial work at Mission Dolores. Perhaps he was one of the
priests who came to California for a time and then vanished as far as
the historian is ocncerned. (Bishop Alemany was to complain later on
that he had suffered from some of the priests who were his concern).
However, Father Brock's name is found so frequently in the Mission
Dolores records as to make one feel the he wa-s in good standing. It
would seem certain that the "M. Crock" referred to is the Reverend
James Croke (1830-1889) who was Alemany's Vicar General for some
years and who played a prominent role in Catholic history both in
California and the Oregon country.
9. Although Father Flavian correctly dates the original founding of Mission Dolores in 1776 (October 8) it was evidently not to his purpose
to indicate that the Mission which he served was not the original
foundation . This was located several modern city blocks away (at the
foot of the present day Camp Street, east of Guerrero); the present
Mission Dolores from which Flavian wrote was dedicated on August
2, 1791.
10. Father Flavian from Mission Dolores, December 15, 1850. Original in
Picpus Archives, Grottaferrata near Rome.
11. Same . letter as above, fn. 10.
12. Same as above. The other diminutive Dominican mentioned here was
the Reverend Francis Sadoc Vilarrasa, O.P. (1814-1888) who accompanied Bishop Alemany to California and who was to serve his order
there for many years as its Superior. His career is described in McGloin,
California's Pioneer Archibishop, passim.
13. For the best treatment of the Panama Railroad, cf. John Kemble, The
Panama Route to California, 1849-1869 (Berkeley, 1938).
3.
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14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.

22.

23.
24.

25.

26.
27.
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Same letter as above, cf. fn. 10.
The prelate in question was the Most Reverend J. D. Bonamie, titular
archbishop of Chalecedon and Superior General of the Congregation
of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.
Flavian to Bonamie, Mission Dolores, April 15, 1851.
Flavian to Bonamie, Mission Dolores, February 27, 1851.
Simon Dumonteil to Bonamie, Mission Dolores, February 27, 1851.
San Francisco Alta California, February 10, 1851. In the spring of 1851,
it would seem that Father Flavian was seriously ill from cholera which
rendered him temporarily blind. He was nursed back to health by the
French Consul General in San Francisco who is called "Patrice Dillon."
Fontaine's successor was the Reverend Eugene O'Connell, (1815-1891)
an Irish priest who was to become the Vicar Apostolic of Marysville
(1861-1868) and first bishop of Grass Valley (1868-1884); as such he
played a prominent role in the Catholic story of Northern California.
Joseph Riordan, S. J. The First Half Century of St. Ignatius Church
and College (San Francisco, 1905) p. 50. Riordan's work remains an
excellent source for the first vears of the American Period of Catholicism in San Francisco. For e~ample, there is a very complete account
of Fontaine's "College of Sorrows" in c. 2 "The College at Mission
Dolores" pp. 45-68.
A year later, on January 2, 1853, the San Francisco Herald carried
the following advertisement:
ACADEMY AT THE MISSION
The Rev. Father Fontaine, Having taken the two buildings formerly
known as the "Eight Ward House" and the "Haro House" at the Mission Dolores, has refitted and furnished the same and opened them as
an academy and boarding school.
Instruction given in all branches of primary and secondary education
in the English, Spanish, French and German languages.
The boarding house in connection with the Academy will be under
the immediate superintendence of Father Fontaine, to whom all applications respecting the Academy should be made.
Riordan, First Half Century, p. 50.
In terms of present day San Francisco, Father Flavian's brick structure
was located in the middle area of Walter Street between 14th Street
and Duboce Avenue. An inspection of the former site makes it evident
that it was but a few blocks from Mission Dolores itself and located
on a slight rise which overlooked the Mission.
Since Santa Clara College, which was founded in 1851, was to become
heir to Father Flavian's College (and its many financial difficulties) it
may be noted here that the archives of the present day University of
Santa Clara contain a substantial file of docuinents concerning the entire project. Riordan quotes liberally from these documents in what must
be considered the best overall account of the College of Sorrows.
San Francisco Alta California, September 22, 1853.
Alta California, September 27, 1853.

Westport Landing, now part of Kansas City. Merchants disembark
at the Big Bend of the Missouri to organize wagon trains for Santa
Fe Trail traffic

THE INDIAN THREAT ALONG
THE SANTA FE TRAIL
SusAN

KoESTER

In 1852, William Carr Lane, Governor of New Mexico Territory, ·
asked James L. Collins his opinion about risking a crossing of the
plains from Missouri to Santa Fe. At this time Collins was serving
as United States Indian Agent with the governor. The Agent had
been one of the first Anglo merchants to use the Santa Fe Trail
and benefit from commerce with Mexico's far north emporium. Recalling earlier years spent upon the Santa Fe Trail, Collins was
especially concerned with Indian hostilities. In his letter of December 19, 1852, replying to Governor Lane, Collins recalled the
"destruction of the lives and property of our fellow citizens by the
marauding savage tribes that have infested the route for the last
thirty years." 1
The last thirty years to which Collins referred had witnessed
both Yankee and Hispanic traders alarmed by sporadic harassment
from various Indian tribes. In 1832 Andrew Jackson, one time Indian fighter become U.S. President, quiried his Secretary of War
concerning the inland trade to Mexico. Lewis Cass informed the
President that those tribes usually encountered along the Santa Fe
13

route were the Osages and the Kansas. "These Indians," the Secretary went on· "seldom . . . offered any greater violence than an
attempt to pillage or steal horses." Cass believed the Panis
(Pawnee) of the River Platts, the Panis Piets, the Comanches and
the Kiowas posed the worst threat to the Santa Fe traveler. 2
This report is further substantiated by Don Jose Augustin de
Escudero's observation that "grave dangers must be encountered
in crossing the main branches of the Osage River; the Kaws or
Kansas Indians commit a thousand depradations along this route
[Santa Fe Trail], stealing merchandise and supplies from unwary
travelers."3 It appears that in this thirty year period from 1821 to
1850, no one tribe was held responsible for the aggressions against
Santa Fe merchants. But, from accounts of incidents along the
trail, the Comanches seem to have transgressed most frequently.-!
Of the famous historic trails pointing west, the road to Santa
Fe was among the most famous . Mexico's independence from
Spain in 1821 first legalized and stimulated the inland traffic between America's Midwest and Santa Fe. By the 1830's this commerce had reached what historian Ray Allen Billington has called
its "golden era." Each summer one or two Missouri caravans
reached Santa Fe, while similar Mexican caravans rolled eastward
to Independence, St. Louis, and other Missouri trade centers.
Hundreds of men operated these caravans, with cargo totals
worth $200,000. Some of the wagon trains exceeded a hundred
vehicles. Billington's description of the large "Murphy Wagons"
is worth quoting at length.
Great, cumbersome affairs they were, three feet wide and up to sixteen feet
long, with rear wheels that stood five feet tall and were circled by iron tires
four inches thick. Over the blue-colored wagon boxes were stretched canvas
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"Los Americanos" Mexicans welcome Anglo-traders at the historic
city
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covers of white, to protect the three-ton load of goods. Each wagon was
pulled ten or twelve mules, or by three or four yokes of oxen. The latter
could pull heavier loads, but they fared less well on the western prairies
where grass was scant, while their hooves frequently gave out on the rough
trail, even when shod with moccasins of rawhide.~

The early trading expeditions met with few other obstacles than
the road itself. Inevitably, however, as the Murphy Wagons disgorged their contents, they accelerated socio-economic change in
Mexico's northern province. Just as predictably, the ponderous,
well-stuffed wagons aroused the raiding penchant of the Southwest's nomadic plains Indians. A convoy caravan was virtually
unassailable, but a small group of men made a tempting target.
By the beginning of the nineteenth century the Santa Fe region's
Spanish-speaking inhabitants had established a workable cultural
accomodation with the neighboring Pueblo Indians. 6 But like the
Yankee overlords who after 1821 imported eastern manufactured
items in exchange for the Southwest's furs and silver, the Mexican
merchants feared the Comanches and their ·fellow nomads. Human selfishness and ethnocentricism was distinct to no people.
The centuries old distrust of the "red savages" invariably magnified red-white friction along the trail. By the 1830's American
traders complained that they had been forced to repel Indian attacks, some of which had been provoked by previous Santa Fe
Trail merchants. 7
Josiah Gregg, whose Commerce of the Prairies is the standard
account of this memorable trade, observed in 1844
The early traders having but seldom experienced any molestations from the ·
Indians, generally crossed the plains in detached bands, each individual
-rarely carrying more than two or three hundred dollars' worth of stock. This
peaceful season, however, did not last very long; and it is greatly to be
feared that the traders were not ways innocent of having instigated the
savage hostilities that ensued in after years. Many seemed to forget the
wholesome precept, that they should not be savages themselves because they
dealt with savages. Instead of cultivating friendly feelings with those few who
remained peaceful and honest, there was an occasional one always disposed
to kill, even in cold blood, every Indian that fell into their power, merely
because some of the tribe had committed some outrage either against themselves or their friends .8

Usually the Plains Indians did not attack other groups of human
beings unless they were agitated by avarice or felt genuinely
threatened. We can now appreciate that Indian hostilities along
the trail were in part a response to the menace of the caravans
making their long and weary way to Santa Fe. These animal-drawn
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caravans devoured and destroyed ground cover. The caravan
personnel had to eat, and buffalo were slaughtered in great number. An ecosystem was altered; and as the buffalo herds diminished
to provide sport, food and warmth for the traders, the Indians
suffered correspondingly. 9
Because of their careless traffic in arms, the Anglo merchants
themselves were guilty of fostering Indian hostilities. James Calhoun, agent to the Indians, soon realized that trade with Indians
required strict and careful regulation. 1° Calhoun's agency confronted one problem after another because of the merchant's stupidity and the natives' childish greed. Particularly grim was the
fact that the weapons the latter obtained nullified Calhoun's exertions. In a report to Congress, Calhoun described how "the extent
of the influence of the traders was manifested by their traveling
with impunity through those regions in which the most hostile
tribes dwelt." 11 Calhoun reported on but a small number of the
traders, nevertheless, it was these men who made such a profound
impact upon red-white relations.
Any unguarded commerce certainly invited Indian agressions.
For some of the region's aboriginals it was customary to gain
wealth by plundering. And if they were satisfied that neither the
Mexican nor United States governments would bring any punitive
measures against them, their predatory inclination was accordingly
aroused. As late as 1849 Calhoun reported that "the wild Indians
of this country do not believe we [meaning the United States]
have the power to chastise them." 12
Because of white provocation, and their appetite for loot, numerous Indian tribes along the trail might regard anything or anyone
outside of a member of their particular tribe as a good raiding
target. In an account of March, 1829, William H . Ashley related to
President Jackson what he knew of Indian hostilities. "The Indians
south of the Arkansas River, I know but little about; but they are
very troublesome to the Spanish [sic] settlements and are considered dangerous in that quarter." Note, that Ashley mentions hostilities carried out against another white group - the Mexicans. 1:l
He continued, "They are charged with participating in the recent
depredations on the Santa Fe route; but I am of the opinion that
the principle actors in these outrages, and perhaps the only ones,
were the Arapahoes and the Keawas [Kiowas]." He added that they
"are tolerably well supplied with arms and ammunition." 14 Though
Ashley admitted that he knew little about these Indians, he continued his report and further condemned two other tribes.
Santa Fe travelers sometimes kept written accounts of various
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Indian depredations and noted the prevailing apprehension of
their comrades.1 G In 1843 Captain Philip St. George Cooke wrote
in his journal that the Mexican contingent of the caravan, under
Armijo, the Mexican, feared robbers. 16 When Captain St. George
Cooke referred to robbers, it is difficult to tell whether he meant
marauding Indian tribes, the Texans, or some other bandit group.
Aboriginal hostility towards the Mexicans was documented October 1827, by the men commissioned to survey the Santa Fe Trail.
They reported:
Indian outrages most frequently occur on the Mexican side of the Arkansas.
The Indians who are most commonly engaged in these lawless practices belong to the Nations or Tribes commonly called the Pawnees - Arapahoes Kiawas - Comanches - Apaches and Yutahs. The first and probably seconed
named, are within the Agencies of the United States and the other reside
within the jurisdiction of the Mexican,l7

Although no actual attacks against the Mexicans were cited, reference was made to Indian attacks in Mexican territory.
After the mid-1820's, reports of strikes made against Anglo merchants and their consequent losses mounted. One Anglo trader,
Thomas Talbot, returning to the United States along the Santa
Fe Trail in September, 1827, was attacked, along with his comrades, at the Pawnee fork of the Arkansas River. The Indians,
identified as Pawnees, drove off all of the merchant's livestock,
none of which was recovered. 18 Alphonso Wetmore, in a petition
before Congress in 1833, noted that in this same year the robberies
on the Santa Fe Trail amounted to 130 head of stock. 19
In the following year, M. M. Marmaduke and party, on returning to Missouri over the Santa Fe Trail, were attacked by Indians.
The Marmaduke men lost 660 of their cattle. 20 In Wetmore's
petition for reimbursement of stolen property, he estimated the
loss for the year 1828 at 825 animals of all kinds. Wetmore added
that "since 1828, the losses have been so inconsiderable, that no
mention is made of the particulars." He further charged the
Comanches and "Panis" with th~se forays. Though considerable
livestock (by nineteenth century standards) was lost, no r<?ference
is made of lives lost.21
Usually depredations along the trail were sporadic and small,
and many merited but brief attention. Invariably the small party or
careless trader suffered unduly. For instance, on October 20, 1842,
One Thomas Fitzpatrick, trapper and guide, was approached by
Indians when returning to St. Louis after leading parties to Oregon
for two years. The Indians appeared to be friendly, but when
17

Fitzpatrick started to leave, they took his gun and other property,
leaving him his horses. Fitzpatrick later said, "the loss I have sustained is very trifling, but the insult is very great to have occurred
as it were on the very borders of the settlement."22 Fitzpatrick
counted himself exceedingly fortunate. Eleven years earlier on the
Santa Fe Trail he had been in company with famous mountain
man, Jedediah Smith. Sadly Smith had not then enjoyed Fitzpatrick's good luck. The late Dale L. Morgan has left us a vivid
description of what occured.
Apparently a Comanche hunting party, numbering fifteen or twenty men,
lying in wait for buffalo at one of the water holes along the Cimarron, saw
Jedediah approach and kept themselves concealed until he was too close
to escape . Jedediah had seen too muc,:h of the West, and knew too well the
reputation of this most savage of all the Shoshonean tribes not to be able
to appraise his chances. A brave front was his only hope, and he rode directly up to the red men. A brief colloquy followed, but neither could understand the other, and they paid no attention to his signs of peace.
The Comanches began to spread out. ·watchfully Jedediah tried to keep
them from getting behind him. His horse danced nervously, and was suddenly startled into wheeling. Instantly the Comanches fired at Jedediah's
exposed back, a musket ball entering his body near the left shoulder. Gaspping at the impact, Jedediah turned his horse and leveled his rifle at the
chief, killing him with the single shot he had time to fire. Before he could
draw his pistols, the rest rushed on him with their lances, thrusting and
stabbing.23

One rather serious aggression made by an Indian tribe was rereported in Nile's Register in 1833. On their trip home from Santa
Fe to Missouri, a company of traders was attacked at the Canadian
Fork of the Arkansas. After a long fight, the traders, with two of
their men dead, fled into the night. They left behind them property
valued at ten to twelve thousand dollars. Forty-two days later they
reached settlement. On their trek they faced unparalleled hardships as they were encumbered with wounded men, no horses, and
little food. 24 It should be emphasized, however, that incidents such
as this were rare.
Neither the Anglos nor the Mexicans were happy with this state
of affairs. The Santa Fe trade had become important to the economy of both Mexico and the United States. Continued Indian
harassment would have to end. Menacing Indian attacks would
have to be curtailed by various means. The United States Commissioners who surveyed the Trail in October, 1827, reported, "It is
not supposed that irregularities of these savages can be suddenly
suppressed." They recommended that the Indians "may be ma-
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terially checked, and ultimately entirely prevented by a seasonable
interference of the two Governments . . ." They warned that
"... unless this is done, some of the Tribes may be tempted to
form combinations and establish something like a system of highway robbery, that may be extremely difficult to suppress if too
long neglected." 25
Other requests and recommendations went up from merchants and
politicians alike. Licenciado Don Manuel Simon de Escudero was
commissioned by the territorial government of New Mexico to obtain armed protection from the United States. In 1849, at his own
expense, he made the journey from Mexico to the United States
capital. He asked Washington legislators for the necessary protection for caravans traveling across the vast unoccupied spaces, and
also to protect our frontiers from the Indians who were perpetratr
ing depredations on both frontiers." William Clark, the Indian
agent at St. Louis, informed Escudero that the United States government sincerely desired to prevent these depredations by the
Indians and furthermore stated that it was necessary for peace to
be made with the Indians in order that trade might be carried
on between the two countries with absolute freedom." 26
Earlier, the United States government felt compelled to respond
to the demand for protection along the Santa Fe Trail. In 1829 the
first limited military shield was supplied by an escort under the
command of Major Bennet Riley. 27 Four companies of the Sixth
Regiment of the United States Infantry left Jefferson Barracks, St.
Louis, on May 5 to protect a caravan headed west on the Santa
Fe TraiJ.2 8 Josiah Gregg noted that t,his escort and one other, in
1834, composed of about sixty dragoons under Captain Clifton
Wharton, were the only military protection furnished by the federal government until 1834.29 Wharton was shocked to discover
that his principle task was to prevent the killing of peaceful Indians by bullwackers itching to gun down every Indian in sight.30
Between the year 1829 and 1834, there are no government records of military escorts along the length of the Santa Fe Trail. An
item appeared in the St. Louis Republican on April 23, 1832, which
defined the extent of Uncle Sam's police arm:
Many of our enterprising young men have already left, and others are preparing to take their departure for Santa Fe. The upper country will also
send out an unusual number of traders. They are to rendezvous ~t the round
prairie, where they will be escorted as far as the boundary between the
United States and New Spain [sic] by a detachment of the United States
army.31
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Eleven years later Captain Philip St. George Cooke, with a large
escort, accompanied two caravans as far as the Arkansas River.:l ~

"The Santa Fe Trader." Weary Missourians enter the sunbaked
outskirts of the historic city
As late as 1850, two years after the entire Trail formally became
United States soil, Dragoon recruit, James A. Bennett with twenty
men, was ordered to accompany the mail on the Santa Fe Trail.
Ostensibly they were to safeguard it from Indian encroachments. 33
Forts were only slowly established along the Trail to offer what
protection they could for the merchants. Remote and ill-equipped,
some of these posts were anything but bastions of security. In
1850 Bennett reported that Fort Atkinson, with a garrison of one
company, constantly feared attack from a nearby camp of 1500
hostile Indians.3 4 But by 1859 the Committee on Military Affairs,
to whom was referred a bill to establish certain new bases on the
Santa Fe Trail, reported that there was no such urgent necessity
for additional posts. 3 "
From the outset the United States and Mexican government
would have preferred to deal with the tribes along the Trail by
making treaties. Treaties were cheap. As early as 1824 Senator
Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri, petitioned the Senate for the
government to secure permission from the Indians to create a road
over which men could travel safely. He envisioned peaceful measures rather than a show of military might as the answer to Indian
hostilities. The President was consequently authorized by the
Senate to appoint a Commission to make treaties with "the inter-
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vening tribes of Indians for the marking of the road and for its
unmolested use."36
Another treaty important to Anglo-Mexican relations with the
Indian tribes was the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo which
terminated the United States-Mexican War. This Treaty suggested
that the way to block Indian aggression was by use of military
force. 37 No westerner would have disagreed with this opinion, but
the Southwest was enormous, and the police power of the peacetime army was extremely limited.
By far the most economic method of assuring trail security was
for traders to employ a convoy-like system. But the Yankee peddler
was famous for his independence and could not always be induced
to travel with the veteran Santa Fe traders in their large caravans.
George Douglas Brewerton summed up their advantage in his
journal of 1848: "By thus uniting our people [we] obtained a more
perfect assurance of journeying unmolested through the hostile
Indian range than if we had pursued our course in smaller numbers; for the Arabs of the plains - as the Comanches may not improperly be styled - seldom lack caution. 38
On October 4, 1848, the Superintendent of Indian Affairs reported that fewer robberies had been committed on the travelers
on the Santa Fe Trail during that year than the two previous
ones.39 Why had the Indians lessened their attacks upon Santa Fe
traders? Any number of explanations are possible. The Indian
agent of the Santa Fe area, Thomas Fitzpatrick, believed that the
Indians had secured so much wealth during the tumult of the
United States-Mexican War in 1846 and 1847 that they were presently enjoying it. Fitzpatrick warned against "the conclusion that
any real solution of the problem had been reached." 40
Following the Mexican Cession of 1848 Far West isolation and
with it Indian freedom were doomed. 41 The movement of AngloAmericans into the Southwest increased; and Mississippi Valley
railroad construction accelerated the pace. Miners, military, and
particularly merchants had a way of dulling the fighting edge of
even the most militant warrior peoples. Alphonso Wetmore's suggestion that "commerce is the civilizer of mankind" was indeed
being put into practice. 42 Perhaps the Indians saw this as the only
peaceful alternative left to them. Whether the nomadic Plains Indians wanted to become civilized according to Anglo-Mexican
standards is highly questionable. •~ Certainly the recent United
States-Mexican War had impressed many of the Indians with the
United States' armed might. 44
By the summer of 1852 Colonel Edwin Vose Smnner had insti-
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tuted further measures for defense of the Santa Fe Trail and the
surrounding territory. Colonel Sumner was able to report that for
that year a "happy state of quiet upon this part of the country." 45
His cheery dispatch was premature, to put it mildly. In truth,
however, the marauding freedom of the Plains Indians had passed
its zenith; likewise the great days of the Santa Fe Trail had passed
into history.
Further evidence of the decline in Indian aggressiveness can be
found in the claims being brought against them by the United
States government. Claims for property lost by Anglos because of
Indian attacks were presented to the offending Indians by their
agent. If they admitted to the crime, they would have to pay for it.
On the other hand, if they denied it, the agent would report the
facts to the Indian Department. If the claim could be substantiated
by proof, payment would come out of annuities due the guilty
Indians.46 Clearly if the bribe of an annuity had supplanted the
threat of a U.S. military attack, something had happened to the
fighting verve of those who had once threatened the Santa Fe
Trail.
As in our own age, the lure of the urban community proved irresistable. No one knew the Southwest any better than Kit Carson
of Taos, and few knew the Indian so well. In his Autobiography
Carson reveals the subtle subversion of not merely the Anglo's
trade goods but his urban setllements with their booze and bacilli.
I cannot see how the Superintendent can expect any of the Indians to
depart satisfied after he has called them to see him from a distance of two
or three hundred miles, and compelled .them to go several days without anything to eat, except what they have brought with them. They are given a
meal by the Superintendent, after which the presents are distributed. Some receive a blanket; those that get none are given a knife, or a hatchet, or some
vemillion, or a piece of red or blue cloth, or some sugar, and perhaps a few
more trinkets. If they were left in their own country, they could more than
earn the quantity of gifts they receive in one day's hunt. They could hunt
for skins and furs, and the traders could furnish them with the same articles
which the government gives them, and they would be saved the necessity
of having to travel without food themselves. If presents were given it should
be done in their own country. They should not be allowed to come into the
settlements, for every visit an Indian makes to a town causes him more or
less injury. 4 7

This paper has emphasized the negative side of white-red relations in an attempt to explore the Indian hostilities along the
Santa Fe Trail. But there is another side to the coin. Colonel
Henry Dodge, commander of an expedition of dragoons, in 1834
traveled over the Santa Fe Trail with no problems at all. In his
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"Trading on the Trail" note that the tchite traders have their guns
ready
report he recalled visiting all the Indians from the Arkansas to the
Platte, and as far west as the mountains. He established friendly
relations with each of them and was able to make peace between
several tribes. 48 And there were numerous other men who were
able to communicate and co-exist peaceably with Indians.4 !J
Professor Howard Robert Lamar has titled the 1850 created,
New Mexico Territory "A Conquest by Merchants."GO From the outset the merchants had wanted it both ways. They clamored for
government protection to sell their violence-producing liquor and
guns to the Indians and then government protection from Indians
when booze and bullets threatened them. Granted, some Indians
were just as greedy as the whiteman.G 1 But whereas the whiteman
had military might as his ally, the redman had only nature. And
even nature could not withstand the onrush of the traders'
technology.
This paper has sought to examine the Indian threat along the
Santa Fe Trail. In full historical perspective we can now see
that the red-white frictions along that historic pathway west were
but small assimilation stones caught under the grinding glacier of
an advancing commercial-industrial America. Veteran Far West
trader Fitzpatrick accurately predicted that it would take many
years before the American and the Mexican governments could
achieve genuine harmony with the Indians. Perhaps a more apropos
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title for this study might have been - "Was the White Merchant
a Threat to the Indians along the Santa Fe Trail?"
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the party that these three men belonged to] should meet such fate in
this lawless wilderness, the wonder is that so many escape." Connelley,
"A Journal of the Santa Fe Trail," 85.
Thomas Fitzpatrick, "Robbery on the Santa Fe Trail in 1842," Kansas
Historical Quarterly, XIX (February, 1951), 50.
For more on the incident see: Dale L. Morgan, Jedediah Smith and
the Opening of the West (Lincoln, Nebr., 1964), 330.
Nile's Register, March 23, 1822, 51 , as cited in Otis E. Young, "The U.S.
Mounted Ranger Battalion, 1832-1833," Mississippi Valley Historical
Review, XLI (December, 1954), 461-2.
Rowland, "Report," 224.
Carroll, Three New Mexico Chronicles, 114. This was not the first request for protection. Alphonso Wetmore, in his petition on behalf of the
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inhabitants of Missouri presented to Congress in 1842, asked the United
States government for military protection of trader caravans. He noted
that the "provincial government of New Mexico has sometimes facilitated
the operations of our traders; and in 1829, furnished the return caravans
with an escort commanded by Colonel Biscarara, a very distinguished officer of the Mexican Army." Wetmore, Petition, 33.
For more on Major Bennett Riley, see: Otis E. Young, The First Military
Escort on the Santa Fe Trail, 1829; From the Journal and Reports of
Major Bennett Riley and Lieutenant Philip St. George Cooke, (Glendale,
Cal., 1952).
Riley, Santa Fe Expedition.
Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies. I, 10.
Fred S. Perrine, "Military Escorts on the Santa Fe Trail," New Mexico
Historical Review, II (1927), 269-285, as cited in Billington, The Far
Western Review, 38.
St. Louis Republican, April 23, 1832, as quoted in Perrine, "Military
Escorts on the Santa Fe Trail," 176.
Ibid., 175. For more on Philip St. George Cooke see: Otis E. Young,
The West of Philip St. George Cooke, 1809-1895 (Glendale, 1955).
Clinton E. Brooks and Frank D. Reeves (eds.), "James A. Bennett: A
Dragoon in New Mexico 1850-1856," New Mexico Historical Review,
XXII ·(January, 1947), 67. For additional inforn1ation on military escorts
see: Leo E. Oliva, Soldiers on the Santa Fe Trail (Norman, Okla., 1967),
and Barry, The Beginning, 166 ff.
Brooks and Reeves, "James A. Bennett," 62. This seems hard to accept
in light of their superior fire power. It could have been that yesterday's
military, like today's, was inclined to exaggerate the price of defense.
U.S. Congress, House, Military Posts on the Road from Missouri to
New Mexico, 35th Cong., 2d Sess., House Report 154 (Serial 1018).
For more information on military forts along the Santa Fe Trail, see:
Robert W. Frazer, Forts of the West: Military Forts and Presidios and
Posts Commonly Called Forts West of the Mississippi River to 1898
(Norman, Okla.); Averam F. Bender, "Military Posts in the Southwest,
1848-1860," New Mexico Historical Review, XVI (
),
125-147; H. P. Beers, The Western Military Frontier, 1815-1846
(Philadelphia, 1935). An excellent summary of the U. S. Army's total
Far West duties during these years is Francis Paul Prucha, The Sword
of the Republic: The United States Army on the Frontier 1783-1846
(London, 1969).
Rowland, "Report," 214. For more on this commission see: Kate L.
Gregg (ed.), The Road to Santa Fe: The .Journal and Diaries of George
Champlin Sibley and Others Pertaining to the Surveying and Marking of
the Settlements of New Mexico 1825-1827 (Albuquerque, 1952).
"The only proper course to be pursued in connexion [sic] with this
subject is to place upon the frontiers a sufficient military force to restrain and if possible prevent these hostilities ." U.S . Congress, Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo - Indian Incursions, 2.
George Douglas Brewerton, Overland with Kit Carson: A Narrative of
the Old Spanish Trail in 1848 (New York, 1930), 220. Major Riley recorded on the 11th of July in his journal that merchants were attacked

by Indians because they didn't stick toget4er despite Riley's warnings.
Riley, Report.
39 House Exec. Doc. I, 30th Cong., 2d Sess . 440, as cited in Loyola, The
New American Occupation of New Mexico, 83.
40 Ibid., 472.
41 Doubtless the heavy military movement over their country for the last
three years in support of the Mexican-American War had shaken the
confidence of many an aboriginal warrior.
42 Wetmore, Petition, 79.
43 On February 3, 1849, Colonel John Macrae Washington communicated
to the War Department that there were indications that the wild tribes
in the outlying regions "were becoming convinced that they must restrain themselves within prescribed limits and cultivate the earth for an
honest livelihood or be destroyed." House Exec. Doc. 5, 31st Cong.,
Sess., 105, as quoted from Loyola, The New American Occupation of
New Mexico, 83-84.
44 Connelley, "A Journal," 85.
45 Ralph P. Bieber (eel.), "Letters of William Carr Lane, 1852-1854," New
Mexico Historical Review, III (April, 1928).
46 Talbot, The Committee of Indian Affairs, 75. Such was the method used
in the case of Thomas Fitzpatrick who had $207.50 worth of goods
stolen from him. When the offending Indians met at Council Bluffs in
1843, they admitted that they had taken all of his goods and Fitzpatrick
was consequently reimbursed from Pawnee annuities. The Indians could
hardly afford to keep stealing from the traders when they were forced
to repay. Thomas Fitzpatrick, "Robbery on the Santa Fe Trail in 1842,"
Kansas Historical Quarterly, XIX (February, 1951), 50-51.
47 Milo M. Quaife (eel.), Kit Carson's Autobigraphy, (Lincoln, n. d.),
168-169.
48 Henry Dodge, "Report on the Expedition of Dragoons, Under Colonel
Henry Dodge to the Rocky Mountains in 1835," American State Papers,
Military Affairs, Vol VI, Doc. 654, p. 144.
49 In a letter to President Andrew Jackson, Thomas James told of his encounters with the Comanches and asked for a position or agency among
them. James wanted to awaken countrymen to the importance of
friendly and peaceful relations with the Comanches. The Comanches
informed James in 1824 that they were anxious to talk witl1 the President and become friendly with him. They asked for protection against
the Osages and other Indian tribes at amnity with the United States
government. They desired American traders and assured James iliat the
Santa Fe commerce would not be molested and that they would protect
merchants. Thomas James, "Letter to President Andrew Jackson, February 21, 1834, in Three Years Among the Indians and Mexicans (Philadelphia, 1962). Nineteen years later the Indians were just as eager to
exchange goods. Louis Pelzer, Marches of the Dragoons in the Mississippi Valley .. . Between the Years 1833 and 1850 (Iowa City, 1917), 102.
50 Howard Roberts Lamar, The Far Southwest 1846-1-912: A Territorial
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Mission at Council Grove, reo-painted Indians begging for whatever the
troops could spare amused his men. But as Bennett later remarks in his
journal, "When they had gone our laughter turned to rage for it was
found that they had stolen anything they could take." Brookks, "James
A. Bennett," 61-62.
In June I will graduate from San Diego State College with an A.B . in
Speech Communications and a minor in History. I feel that I have had a
successful college career having made Dean's List six semesters and participated in activities such as Reader's Theatre, yearbook staff, and college
forensics .
My love for history and the study of communications has lead me to
pursue graduate work, combining the two areas of study in my Master's
Thesis. I may possibly research the rhetoric of militant feminists and the effect they have had on the women's liberation movement.
I am ambitious for myself and hope one day - in the not too distant
future - to teach at the Junior College level. Eventually, I would like to
work on my PhD. Since both of my parents are in teaching I realize that a
career in education is not all glamour. But I'm idealistic enough to think that
I can turn my students onto learning as I was by enthusiastic professors.
History does not occupy all my time. I enjoy snow skiing, ten11is, and
cooking up concoctions in my kitchen. Much of my free time is spent with
my husband reading, bicycling and walking along the beach.
I have been fortunate in that my parents always included my sister and
me in their adventures. We've lived in numerous places and visited Alaska,
Hawaii, Europe and motored all over the United States extensively. When
we moved from Indiana to California, carefully following the Oregon Trail,
I remember being amused with my father's insistence that my sister and I
climb Independence Rock with him. As a child it all seemed very silly but
his passion for history has certainly made its's mark on me.

Susan Koester - photographed by her husband
-
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Stuart Library Gradual
GEORGE NEMETH AND NELDA SMITH

The Stuart Library of Western Americana is displaying this
Christmas season a music manuscript book from the collections
of the library.
It is a large book of the choir book type, the folios measuring
1 5J~ x 24 inches. Such books were designed to be placed on a lectern and read by a group of choristers who stood around it.
A survey of the music shows the book to be a Gradual, a practical mass music book. Some of the folios are missing, including
some at the end. Eighty-three remain and comprise about twothirds of the original book. They contain Proper mass chants for
the Sundays of the first half of the church year, Advent into Lent,
plus the Proper music for the obligatory holy days of Christmas,
Epiphany and Ash Wednesday, and the low or £erial days on
which church attendance was expected, the Ember Days of Advent
and weekdays during Lent. The two together would make up
Sunday mass music for the church year. A third and possibly
fourth volume, containing Saints' Days, festivals , weddings, etc.,
would be necessary to complete a parish service set.
The book is presumed to have been copied in Spain in the 16th
Century. It suffered from neglect when parchment books were
discarded in favor of paper. In the 19th Century the binding was
strengthened with wood filler, new nails and end papers, pages of
letters and disbursal accounts being used for this purpose.
George Nemeth joined the UOP Conservatory faculty in 1970 and is Assistant Professor of French Horn, director of the Collegium Musicum, and a member of the faculty Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet. He has his B.M. and M.A.
from the Eastman School of Music, Rochester University, and is studying
for a Ph .D. at Stanford. He held the George Eastman honorary scholarship
at Eastman and taught at the University of Tampa and the State University
of New York at Brockport before coming to Pacific.
Nelda Smith is the wife of Callison College Provost Reuben Smith and holds
an A.B. and M.A. in music from the University of California at Berkeley. She
is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and held the Charles Mallory Dutton Fellowship for graduate study in music at Berkeley. She taught freshman humanities
at the University of Chicago.·
Both Mr. Nemeth and Mrs. Smith are interested in music history and
Renaissance studies.
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ADAY GENERAL VALLEJO NEVER FORGOT
EsTHER

J.

CoMSTOCK

That special day in 1840 probably started as any other spring
morning for the Comandante of the northern post of the Mexican
Army. General Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo usually took an early
morning ride. Perhaps he wished to escape the noise and confusion
of a household of small children and babies. More likely, he took
pleasure in seeing the breakfast fires of the households scattered
along the valley and seeing the Indian children at play.
Perhaps this day he drew in his reins, remembering the first
time he had seen this valley. He had been a young semi-officer,
an <alferez,' at the San Francisco Presidio. Governor Figueroa had
sent him north to scout for new outposts for protection from the
warlike Indians of that area. Also, he was to visit the Russians at
Fort Ross, ostensibly to trade for guns and ammunition. Supplies
intended for San Francisco were often waylaid at the southern
posts. Surreptitiously, he was to observe the strength of the fort.
Rumors were that the Russians were intending to move further
inland.
Vallejo had been amazed at the work the energetic Russians had
accomplished. He saw their treatment of the Indians was far different from that of the Spanish and Mexicans. Vallejo, as a young
cadet at Monterey, had been accused of brutality in several Indian
raids. Now, he was impressed at how willingly the Indians worked
for the Russians who treated them as human beings.
·
But most of all he had fallen in love with the beautiful oak and
buckeye studded hills of the valley the Indians called Sono-ma,
Valley of the Moon. This would be his future home, he vowed to
himself.
This pleasant morning the hills were still green. Blue lupine and
orange poppies glistened with dew in the early morning sun. Now
all this was his. His garrison was stationed here. Peace with the
Indians had been assured by a number of events. After smashing
victories against the Cainameros and the Satiyomis, the northern
tribes had respected the winners. The Suisuns had been the first to
capitulate. Led by a six foot, seven inch giant named Sem Yeto,
(The Mighty Arm), the two forces had fought fiercely. But when
he saw defeat as the outcome, the Indian leader had indicated
that he wished to speak with Vallejo. The two men, each a born
leader, recognized the other's ability, and a truce was agreed upon.
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Respect and admiration for each other grew in the days ahead.
The allegiance that followed made peace possible.
Perhaps the Comandante smiled to himself, this sunny morning,
remembering the day he had presented the Suisun Chief, now
christened Solano, a beautiful horse with silver trappings. In addition, there had been a silver watch and fine riding boots. Then
he had given Solano a special body guard - forty four Suisun
and Napajos dressed in the colorful uniforms of the Mexican Army.
Vallejo may have chuckled at the remembrance of the child-like
pleasure this gaily dressed guard had given Solano. It was a lasting
friendship. Whenever Vallejo and his brother Salvador were away
from Sonoma, Solano was left in charge.
As he returned to the town, Don Mariano surveyed all he saw
with pleasure. The barracks for his troops, the bell tower, and his
own fine home, Casa Grande. All these had been the work of the
Indians attached to Sonoma. He had learned well from the Russians how to get work and respect from them.
He looked again at his own home, presided over by the lovely
Senora Francisca Benicia. He would soon need a new house as his
family was rapidly expanding. There were servants' quarters but
each child had his own nurse, who with the sewing, cleaning, and
cooking women, kept the place a bee hive of activity. Visitors were
always welcomed for a meal, for the night, or the week. Yes, he
would soon need a new house.
Now he hurried. The children, two boys and three girls - and
Jose - would be waiting for him for breakfast. He thought fondly
of Jose, the little orphan boy, who lived in their household. Some
have believed Jose was an illegitimate child of Vallejo's. This is
refuted by Dr. Platon Vallejo, son of Don Mariano, in a footnote
in Myrtle McKittricks book, 'Vallejo, Son of California.' Perhaps
his parents had died in the great small pox epidemic of 1838 when
most of the Suisun tribe had perished.
At any rate, Jose Altamira had made himself a place in the
Vallejos' affections. He was naturally bright and alert. He had
acquired some knowledge of the various Indian dialects from the
boys whose mothers worked in the house. General Vallejo was
disturbed by the lack of ambition and energy of so many of his
countrymen. This was another reason to be interested in the quick
witted little ten year old.
The day passed as other busy days for the Comandante; reports
by his overseers, and perhaps plans for a future grizzly bear hunt.
Then the best part of the day came with the tour of inspection
with his majordomo. He had a thousand beautiful horses, all bro-
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ken to saddle and bridle. There were thousands more roaming
the hills. The sheep of that time were of poor quality but neverthe-less valuable. Spain had not encouraged developing a strain
in competition to their finer merinos.
At this day's end, Don Mariano Vallejo returned home to find
a very disturbed, frightened Jose. Jose's words poured forth in such
a torrent, that Vallejo must have slowed him down to repeat the
message.
It seemed that that afternoon, while Jose and his friends were
on the square playing a game of marbles - pebbles gathered from
the brook - some Indians had sauntered onto the square and sat
on a log in the sun.
These were strange Indians to Jose, but he remembered that
Don Mariano had mentioned that new ones had been added to
the garrison. Their very subdued and intense conversation had intrigued Jose. Slipping quietly away from his friends, he had edged
over behind a tree and pretended to be playing himself. They were
unaware that Jose was so near, or that any of the children might
understand what was being said for they were freely discussing an
uprising that was planned for that very night. Jose had listened,
too frightened to move, until the conspirators had gone.
Vallejo must have questioned Jose's understanding of the Indian
tongue, but Jose was firm. Some strange Indians from the north
were to meet with these new additions to the garrison tonight.
They were going to massacre Vallejo and his family and all the
Indians who worked for him. Chief Solano and his guard, known
for their loyalty to Vallejo were to die also, as were all the white
inhabitants of Sonoma. It was a gruesome tale, the badly frightened Jose told.
The Comandante sent for Chief Solano, who also must have
questioned Jose with great care. Then, knowing and trusting Jose~s
integrity, the two men retired to plot their action.
That chilly April night, when the town was apparently quiet and
sleeping, the warring painted Indians crept down from the hills.
As they moved towards the mission buildings, a volley of shots
greeted them. Vallejo and his troopers, and Solano and his guard
routed the surprised Indians with a savage attack, and the town
was saved.
Always magnanimous, Vallejo now opened his heart and home
forever to Jose. In a formal ceremony, Jose Altamira became Jose
Mariano Vallejo. As Don Mariano had planned to do for his own
boys, Jose was sent to high school and college in Valparaiso, Chile.
He returned to Sonoma after nine years away, and for many years
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was General Vallejo's private secretary. His intelligence and alertness rated him as a true member of the Vallejo family.
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Photo of the
"Angel" in 1940

SOLVING THE PUZZLE OF
THE "MYSTERY ANGEL"
RAYMUND

F.

WooD

Situated in the foothills of the Sierra in Madera County not
far from Kelshaw Corners on· Highway 41, is the "Mystery Angel,"
a carving in natural stone of the .figure of an angel with outspread
wings, with a date on its pedestal of 1841, nine years prior to the
time when California entered the Union. Who carved this statue
out of living rock, and who put the date 1841 on it, and why? This
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is a mystery that has intrigued archaeologists and historians since
the turn of the century.
The property on which the Mystery Angel stands (or rather
stood, for in recent years vandals have toppled the upper half of
the statue to the ground) is cattle raising country, consisting of
oak-covered hillsides, far removed from any community, and a
good distance from any river capable of yielding a continuous flow
of water throughout the year. The property is owned by the Herrick F . Brown family (though Mr. Brown himself died a few
years ago), and it has been in the possession of the Brown family
for four generations. Herrick Brown himself informed the present
writer that he first saw the Mystery Angel in the year 1898, when
he was a small boy, and at that time it was already showing signs
of age, and was a mystery to his parents and other relatives. In
those years the figure of the angel was far more detailed than it
now appears, but about 1900 a group of vandals came onto the
property and shot off the tip of the nose, as well as disfiguring
the chin and breasts with rifle fire.
By keeping the exact location of the mysterious carving a secret,
and by keeping all gates onto and across their extensive property
securely guarded, the members of the Brown family were able to
preserve the statue almost intact, save for natural weathering,
for almost half a century after this initial destruction, and during
the 1940's some photographs were taken, allegedly by official
personnel from the University of California at Berkeley; however,
recent communications between the present writer and the Bancroft Library, as well as the Archaeological Survey on the campus,
have led only to disclaimers. It appears that no official record of
this visit or these photographs was made, and it may well have
been merely a field trip of a single professor and his class. At
any rate, Mr. Brown had in his possession some photographs, one
of which he gave to me during the 1950's, stating that "some official University people" had taken them about a decade earlier.
Despite his precautions to preserve the nine-foot statue from destruction, and to allow no one onto his property except by invitation, another group of vandals invaded his ranch during the late
1950's, and, armed with crowbars, succeeded in smashing the
stone statue in half, and toppling the upper half of the figure onto
the ground, where they left it, after severely damaging the face
and wings. This is the condition in which it remains today, the
body of the angel lying on the ground, with only the inscription
and the date still remaining upright on the pedestal, the latter
being part of the "living" rock, that is to say, rock which rises up
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out of the ground as an outcropping, and is therefore an integral
part of the Sierra Nevada itself.
The Mystery Angel might be passed off as a mere local curiosity
except for the above-mentioned inscription and date on the pedestal. But these supply the most intriguing aspect of the mystery.
The inscription reads, in letters cut deep into the solid granite,
TO J. M. 1841, the three parts of the inscription (one line above
the other) being enclosed by four incised lines to form a box.
It seems practically certain that the date is not a hoax. That is
to say no one in the 19th century or in the 20th century has deliberately faked the date of 1841. Mr. Brown saw the statue before
1900, and he recalls that it was old then. The property had been
in his family for two generations before that, and no one of his
uncles or other relatives could tell him anything more than that
the statue had always been there for as long as anyone could
remember. Its authenticity as to the year 1841 seems well established.
Who then could have carved it? What group of people, or what
single individual, can be identified as wandering about in Madera
County, or passing slowly through (for the carving of the statue
and inscription must have consumed a fair amount of time) during
the year 1841? It must be remembered that this was Mexican territory at that time, part of the Province of California; yet the inscription is written in English.
Several ingenious theories have been advanced to account for
the mystery, perhaps the most ingenious of all being one presented by Mr. Brown himself - and one which has appeared in
print under various forms - but which is wholly untenable in the
light of historical criticism. One of its most fanciful forms may be
read in the June 12, 1958 issue of the Sierra Star, of Oakhurst,
California, wherein is narrated a story, supposedly taken from a
book entitled Heroes of the Rockies, in which a party of 93 trappers left Salt Lake for Southern California in 1836. There they
were arrested by the Mexicans and held prisoners at Monterey for
four years. In 1840 thirty of the men were freed and they started
back for the Salt Lake, going across the Sierra by a route that included a view of Yosemite Valley. The article in the newspaper
reads: "By laying a ruler on the map from Monterey to Yosemite,
Brown found that the path of the party cut directly through the
site where the statue now stands." Entirely aside from the fact
that trapping parties don't travel in straight lines, the statement
is manifestly false, as a glance at any map will reveal. A straight
line from Monterey to Yosemite misses Madera County entirely,
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and does not come within twenty-five miles of the site of the
Mystery Angel. The article continues, "Brown's assumption is that
one of the party was captured by the Mono Indians and that his
wife or sweetheart was either captured also, and died, or escaped
with the rest of the party, leaving him behind." What is not explained is where this "wife or sweetheart" came from. Was she also imprisoned for four years in Monterey?
Not believing that such a fantastic story as this could possibly
be true, I began to look for the book Heroes of the Rockies, author
unknown. After months of fruitless bibliographic searching, I was
finally informed by the Library of Congress that no copy of a
book with that title exists in the U.S. However, I meanwhile found
the true title of the book, which was Hidden Heroes of the Rockies,
by Isaac K. Russell, published in 1925.1 I obtained a copy of this
work and perused it. A careful reading of the book disclosed not
one word about any party of 93 men who left the Salt Lake in
1836 and were captured and imprisoned in Monterey for four
years. In other words the story is a fabrication, or, if it is to be
found anywhere, it is in another book, not in Hidden Heroes of
the Rockies.
Next I read every reputable authority on the subject of fur
trapping, the exploration of the West, the crossing of the Sierra,
and the history of California from 1830 to 1848. There appears to
be no record of any expedition as large as 93 men, not any expedition at all in 1836, nor any expedition that was ever captured and
imprisoned at Monterey (except Jedediah Smith, who was held
prisoner for only one night in Monterey).~ nor any group of any
size being imprisoned at Monterey for four years, nor any group
at all coming into the vicinity of Madera County at any time during the 1830's or 1840's. It seems likely, therefore, that the entire
story of the 1836 expedition of 93 trappers coming to California,
being imprisoned, then released, and making their way back to
the Salt Lake area is fiction, not history.
There is a reasonable explanation as to how this story came to
be told. Herrick Brown had probably read the book at some time
(though he had forgotten the exact title), and in it had read,
and partly remembered, the somewhat garbled account which the
author Russell gives of the Joseph Reddeford Walker Expedition
of 1833.:; Zenas Leonard was the clerk and historian of this expedition and his account of the crossing of the Sierra (from east to
west, by the way; not the reverse, as Brown's story would have it)
is quite vivid. However, Russell changed the Leonard account
quite a bit, and in doing so displayed his ignorance of the Western
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Photo of the "Angel" in 1959

scene, as may be evidenced from the following quotation from
Russell: "Thus did they [the men of the Walker Expedition] make
their record of the discovery of the world's highest waterfall, the
Bridal Veil, now so famed in Yosemite Cove."
Perhaps, in the light of the above quotation from Russell's book
Mr. Brown was not to be blamed for also getting his story a bit
mixed up. But the historical facts do not square with the article
that appeared in the Sierra Star, for which Mr. Brown was responsible. First, the Walker Expedition had 40 men, not 93. Next the
year was 1833, not 1836 or 1841. Next, they came over the Sierra
near Yosemite (Tuolumne County), many miles north of Madera
County. Next, they did not go to Southern California at all, but
went directly to Monterey where, far from being imprisoned, they
were treated like heroes, attending rodeos, dances, fiestas, and bull
fights, and in fact spending all the money that Bonneville, their
superior, had supplied to them. In the spring of 1834 they returned
to the Salt Lake area by way of the San Joaquin Valley to the
southern end of the Sierra, going over Walker Pass, east of Bakersfield. At no time were they anywhere near Madera County.
Eliminating the Walker Expedition,, was there any other possibility for the year 1841? Yes, the Bidwell emigrant group was in
the Sierra in 1841, but they passed through Tuolumne and Calaveras Counties, fully fifty miles north of Kelshaw Corners in
Madera County.
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This would §tppear to eliminate from consideration all east-west
or west-east companies of trapper or fur traders, as well as emigrants, since all such companies are known, their journeyings a
matter of record, and none of them came to Madera County in or
about 1841.
The story of the "party of trappers" had appeared in print
somewhat earlier in a briefer format. This was in Merrill Reed's
Historical Statues and Monuments in California." However, the
seven-lines that comprise the bare-bones account in this book are
no more authentic than the longer Sierra Star version. Mr. Guy
Crow, a Madera County historian, in a letter to the present writer
dated October 12, 1957, informed me that he was the person who
supplied the information to Mr. Reed, and he admits that he
simply repeated what Herrick Brown had told him. So we are
back where we started, presumably from Mr. Brown's half remembered recollections of Mr. Russell's garbled version of the Zenas
Leonard account of Walker's expedition, which actually never
went to Madera County.
Yet we are faced with the hard granite fact that the Mystery
Angel exists, has existed in its present location for a least four generations of property owners who can vouch for its authenticity, and

All that remains after destruction by vandals. Raymund
Wood.
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that the inscription is written in the English language, though the
language of the country in 1841 was Spanish. The only possible
solution, then, is to discover if there might have been any other
English speaking people in the foothills of the San Joaquin Valley
in or about 1841.
The answer to this question is not hard to find. There were
dozens, if not hundreds, of such people in the Valley during the
entire Mexican period of California - members of the Hudson's
Bay Company's trapping expeditions, which came down from
Fort Vancouver almost every year from about the middle 1820's
until about the time of the American conquest. The earliest actual
recorded visit is 1828. Dr. John McLoughlin had been appointed
Chief Factor at the newly established "Factory" at Fort Vancouver in March of 1825. The first two or three of the annual brigrades of fur trappers sent out by him went to the Snake River
country, but in 1827 the brigade led by Peter Skene Ogden went
to the headwaters of some of the western tributaries of the Snake,
in eastern Oregon, and from there wene southwestward into present-day Modoc County, California, to the Pit River and the upper
reaches of the Sacramento. In the following year, in August of
1828, there arrived at Fort Vancouver four exhausted and almost
starving trappers, who identified themselves as Jedediah Smith and
three companions, sole survivors of an Indian massacre on the
Umpqua River in southern Oregon. Incensed that Indians should
murder and rob trappers, whether Hudson's Bay men or not,
McLoughlin promptly sent an expedition, led by John McLeod,
back to the Umpqua River country to punish the murderers and
to try to get back the beaver skins which had been stolen. McLeod,
guided by J edediah and his three men, found the scene of the
massacre and was partially successful in achieving both objectives
of their trip. Most of Smith's furs were recovered, and when they
arrived back at Fort Vancouver the Company paid him a very fair
price for them.5 Then, since winter had now set in, and Smith was
unable to proceed on his journey back to the States, McLoughlin
offered him the hospitality of the fort for the remainder of the
winter.
During the long winter months Jed Smith regaled his hosts,
McLoughlin and also Governor George Simpson, who happened
to be paying an official visit to Fort Vancouver that winter, with
tales of the riches of the California beaver streams. Dr. John noted
that Smith, though he and his men were not as well equipped with
traps as his own men usually were, had nevertheless managed to
take some excellent skins, at least if one could judge by the price
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which Jed stated that he got for them in San Francisco. All of this
aroused the interest of the Governor and the Chief Factor, and
as soon as they could they sent off a brigade, under the leadership
of John McLeod (who by this time knew the route to the south
pretty well) to go and trap in the streams that Smith told them
about - the Calaveras, the Stanislaus, and other streams in the
Central Valley. McLeod left in January, 1829, and by April was
trapping as far south as present-day Stockton. The reports of this
area which McLeod brought back upon his return were so favorable that other expeditions were later sent, and in 1832 Michel
LaFramboise established a sort of permanent headquarters for the
Company there, at a place which the Spaniards later named El
Campo de los Franceses. This remained the principal place of
the rendezvous for all the Hudson's Bay men in the Valley until
at least the year 1838.U
During this ten year period (and afterwards for that matter).
the Hudson's Bay men were interlopers, intruders in a foreign
land. Today we might call them "wet backs," though perhaps
"wet feet," in allusion to the heavy snow they must plow through
nmth of Mt. Shasta in order to enter California, would be a better
term. The Mexican authorities knew all about these foreigners in
their midst at least as early as 1830, but they could do very little
about the situation. In 1831 Governor Victoria wrote to his superiors in Mexico City complaining that without adequate soldiery
he was powerless to prevent foreign trappers from over-running
the interior, describing these foreigners as thieves who have no
respect for law." 7
The situation remained unchanged from about 1830 to 1837.
Governors of California came and went but the Hudson's Bay
people paid no attention. The hunted and trapped in the San
Joaquin Valley as if they owned it, and today there are innumerable Frenchman's Creeks, French Creeks, and the like to give
evidence of their ubiquity. 8 It is most likely, for example, that
Peter Lebec, killed by a bear in 1837 at the present site of Fort
Tejon south of Bakersfield, was one of their men. His burial inscription, by the way, is written in English, which was the official
language of the Company, regardless of the number of Frenchspeaking trappers it might employ.
In 1837 the situation was not changed, but it was partially
legalized, when the White-Headed Eagle, as Dr. John McLoughlin
was affectionately called by his Indian friends, succeeded in arranging a kind of treaty with Governor Alvarado by which the
entry of pa1ties of trappers into California was at least condoned.
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There appears to be no written record of this treaty, but its existence is vouched for by nearly every historian of the period.
Bancroft refers to it as "a kind of official sanction."n It was a sort
of "gentlemen's agreement" between the two leaders, since such
a treaty would actually be a violation of the general laws respecting the exclusion of foreigners from Mexican territory, and no Governor with any degree of shrewdness was going to commit the
political error of signing an illegal treaty.
This unwritten agreement permitted far more men to come and
trap in the clear water of the streams that ran down from the
foothills of the Sierra all along the Valley. In fact, by the year
1841, a man named Ethan Estabrook, who had been left at Monterey as a sort of unofficial vice-Consul, wrote to Thomas Q.
Larkin, the Consul, (who was away on a trip to Mexico), complaining of the large numbers of Hudson's Bay trappers and
hunters everywhere. His letter of January 29, 1841, has been preserved and is quoted in part as follows: 10
. . . The Hon. Hudson Bay Co. are playing the Dive! with Calif. cattle,
if not with Cal. itself . . . McKay, the chief hunter of the Co., is to have
a grant on the Tulares of about thirty sc1uare miles. This is destined as their
h'quarters. About 120 hunters, well armed and disciplined, are now in the
neighborhood of the Tulares.

By this time the Honorable Company was extensively engaged
in the cattle industry, as well as continuing their fur trapping pursuits, even though the beaver were becoming more and more rare.
Estabrook, later on in the same letter, states that the Governor has
sold "these Foreigners" one or two thousand cattle of his own,
and the other rancheros of California were indignant because the
Governor would not permit them also to engage in this sort of
trade with the intruders. All of this would indicate that there
were perhaps several hundred men living, hunting, and trapping,
many of them with their families (as had always been a common
feature of the fur brigades), in the country of "the Tulares," as
the central valley was then usually called. These p eople had to
live off the land, since by the terms of the original Alvarado agreement they were not to approach any of the settlements - San Jose,
San Juan Bautista, San Miguel, San Luis Obispo, and so on. Consequently they sent off their hunters to bring back venison and
other wild game which abounded in the foothills in those days.
It was probably one such party of hunters who camped for a
while near a small stream in the open, oak-and-chaparral country
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of today's Madera County while they hunted the elusive herds of
deer, perhaps, resting by the campfire at night, one of their number fancied that a large piece of the jumbled outcroppings of
granite around them resembled a human or even angelic figure,
with outspread wings, like those devotional pictures one sometimes
sees of Guardian Angels hovering over and protecting innocent
children from physical dangers of which they are not aware. It
may be that only a few blows with a heavy knife or a chisel were
needed to rough-hew the granite figure until it actually came to
look like an angel though at first there had been only a fanciful
resemblance. Then, next day, perhaps with the encouragement of
his companions, came the more detailed task of carving out a face,
neck, shoulders, breasts, and upper torso, and finally an inscription on the pedestal, and the date.
There is still one unanswered question - who was "J. M."? Was
this a commemoration of some recently departed loved one, a
wife perhaps, or a baby child? For it is well known that families,
including young children, accompanied the fur brigades each year
to California. There is no reason to suppose that this practice did
not apply equally well to the parties of hunters that came down
to supply meat for the cattle men. If this supposition is correct,
then perhaps "J. M." stands for the unknown wife, or sweetheart,
or infant child of some unnamed trapper from the north.
There was one well-known "J. M.," however, who could have
been in the mind of a Hudson's Bay man in 1841, and that was
John McLoughlin. And it is very likely that if the sculptor in
Madera County in 1841 happened to be thinking about Dr. John
at that moment he would think of him in angelic terms.
McLoughlin was one of the most remarkable men who ever held
so high a position on any frontier. He was virtually King of
Oregon, lord and supreme ruler of a territory vaster than many
European countries, comprising most of present-day Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, British Columbia, and a good part of Montana,
Alberta, and the Yukon Territory. To say that he was a benevolent
despot over this vast domain is to put the matter at its lowest level.
During the twenty-one years of his absolute rule in the Pacific
Northwest, no-one had ever had an unfavorable word to say against
him. He showed open handed generosity to all comers, regardless
of their creed or country. He loaned money to Americans when,
beginning in 1839, they began to arrive, penniless and in rags, at
the end of the Oregon Trail. He gave seeds, cattle, agricultural
instruments, food, anything he had, to the immigrants who settled
in the Willamette Valley - and most of them never repaid him.
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Still he did not complain. One of the very last acts that he performed as an officer of the Company was to advance money to
poor immigrants, and it was this generosity that was the final
reason for his dismissal, in 1846, by the Company he had served
so long. 11
Nor were his acts of kindness limited to outsiders. To his own
men he was both a father and sort of deity. He always personally
bade farewell to each brigade of trappers as they set out in the
spring for their far destinations, so that the last recollection of the
Fort that the men retained was of their beloved Chief Factor
standing bareheaded in the wind waving them Godspeed. If ever
any leader deserved to be thought of in terms of gratitude, devotion, or high ideals, it would be John McLoughlin. And if a
man of sensitivity and culture, such as the man who carved the
Mystery Angel must have been, having achieved a work of art
even in the rough frontier country of the Sierra foothills, wished
to think of someone to whom to dedicate his masterpiece, his
mind would think of no more worthy person than the Whiteheaded Eagle, Dr. John McLoughlin, Chief Factor of Fort
Vancouver.
Perhaps, and it is only perhaps, this is the solution to the Mystery Angel. If indeed the date of 1841 is genuine, and no-one
has even seriously questioned it, then the sculptor may well have
been a member of the Hudson's Bay Company's fur brigade, or a
cattle man, or a hunter for the Company, since such men were
known to have been in the Valley and its foothills in large numbers during that very year of 1841. As to the identity of the person who has been immortalized by the cryptic inscription "TO
J. M.," we shall probably never know for sure. But if it be not
some unknown wife of an unnamed trapper,at least we can make
a shrewd guess that it might stand for the best known and best
loved person in the Pacific Northwest, Dr. John McLoughlin.
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A Brief History of the Sierra Railway
Winner of the 1973 Kirkbride Award
CHIP GORDET

In 1896 Albert L. Stetson wanted to build a railroad from Merced
to El Portal in Yosemite Valley. He envisioned the need for a
line which would bring this magnificent valley into focus for many
others as he saw it. He contacted a New York capitalist named
Thomas S. Bullock, who had a railroad in Prescott, Arizona. He
hoped to interest him in this scheme for a vacationland railroad,
so he invited 'him to visit the Sierra and evaluate the possibilities.
Bullock went to Sonora, saw the gold mines and lumber regions,
and realized that a railroad here would have greater industrial uses
than originally envisioned by Stetson.
Between August and December of 1896, Bullock convinced
several San Francisco investors of the possibility for prosperity
for a railroad. On New Years Day of 1897, a new corporation was
formed called the Sierra Railway Co. of California. Immediately,
men began obtaining the necessary rights of way, and survey
crews started working. Within three months time construction
crews began the railroad grading process in the community of
Oakdale, which was to be the anchor spot for the line.
The company was established with Bullock as the General Manager, W. C. Potts, the Superintendant, Charles N. Hamblin, the
auditor, S. D. Freshman, the Assistant General Manager and Treasurer, and W. R. Towne, General Freight and passenger agent.
William Crocker was the Vice~President . The articles of incorporation had been drawn-up by Freshman, who was a brother-in-law
of Bullock.
In 1896 a company formed in order to promote various activities
in California was titled California Exploration Company. The
representative letters of C.E.C. were put on all sorts of properties
as they were gained. They were so prominently displayed on
Mother Lode Properties that when the suggestion was made that
a railroad could provide a needed transit of ore from these mines,
the prospective investors got the impression that the mine holdings were vast and the transportation contracts would be equally
large. President of this exploration company with the widely expanding options for ownership in the Mother Lode was a transplanted Parisian named Prince Poniatowski. He was a descendent
of the King of Poland and married to Elizabeth Sperry who was
Crocker's wife's sister. He died in 1954 at the age of 90 living in
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his native France. The lumber at Calaveras Big Trees was a tempting marketable product to be transported on any potential rail line.
This lumber stand was owned by James B. Sperry, uncle of Prince
Poniatowski's wife. Earlier attempts at narrow gauge rail transportation of this lumber from Big Trees had not developed, but it
indicated that Sperry might be susceptible to suggestions of this
sort. A combination contract of ore from C.E.C. and lumber from
Big Trees would still keep it all in the family so to speak. Bullock
was guaranteed the necessary financial backing for the development of the line by William Crocker, who was also the treasurer
of the C.E.C.
The original intention was for the Sierra Railway to follow, more
or less, the Sonora road directly eastward into the gold bearing
hills of Tuolumne County. Secondly, the rails were to run northward along the Mother Lode, arriving from this direction into the
Calaveras County mines and the Sperry lumber above Angels
Camp at Big Trees. The backing of William Crocker was an asset
in view of his previous backing of S.P. railroad and the need for
the fledgling company to negotiate to lay their tracks on thirtyfive miles of S.P. roadbed from Oakdale to Jamestown in Tuolumne
County.
On March 24, 1897 construction crews began grading in Oakdale.
A Cyrus Moreing of Stockton was the sub-contractor who had the
contract for the West Coast Construction Company. The effort
was met for the most part with skepticism. Few people could see
the reality of the railroad.
These rugged men of the times were equal to the challenge. The
mountains were cut with dynamite blasts, the trestle's were built
with mammoth lumber frameworks, and the rails were laid no
matter what the odds. The technique of switch-back was used repeatedly to overcome the problems of steep grade vs engine power.
One of the problems which needed to be solved along the way
through the beginning miles was that of tracks made slippery by
crushed bodies of grasshoppers which abounded in the area.
Rugged men are needed to meet the needs of rugged jobs. The
graders and trackmen of the Sierra Railroad were men of this
type. The challenge was big. They met it head-on, and at the
end of the day of labor, they went into town to meet another
challenge head-on - the equally rugged lumberjacks of the area.
Territorial rights of bravery and dominance were battled out repeatedly, and the survivors returned to work once more laying
track or cutting trees. The area was a truly a roaring camp or wild
west.
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The Sierra Railway was developed for commercial purposes.
It was conceived as a natural means of transportation of materials.

The lines were planned to go to mines and lumber yards. Yet, although the lines went "nowhere," people wanted to use the trains
for personal travel. Why? The patronage of the line far exceeded
the original expectations because the wagon roads were so deeply
rutted and filled with summer dust that the people sought the
more comfortable mode of transportation. It seemed destined to
be a passenger line instead of a cargo line. Ironically, the initial
efforts of the railway to improve these wagon roads leading to
their depots for the conveience of their customers ultimately led
to the overall improvement of many connecting roads. The development of fast automobiles and trucks using these roads cut back
on the commercial use of the railway.
The twenty miles of track was busy, and a decision was made
to add a passenger coach with 32 upholstered seats for 64 people.
It was put into service with a fancy name and a fancy load of
passengers. Prince Poniatowski's first born son was named Stanislaus and so was this first passenger coach. The line began in
Stanislaus County. The day it made its initial run it was part of a
three car train leaving Oakdale with 104 delegates to the Grand
Parlor of the Native Daughters meeting in Sonora. The delegates
were transferred to carriages at Cooperstown and continued on to
Sonora.
The first printed timetable appeared in 1897 with the completion
of the line between Cooperstown and Oakdale. It included information about departures from San Francisco by stage to reach the beginning of the line at Oakdale. The acceptance and use of this
commute train was so great that at one time the Sierra ran as many
as six local passenger trains daily. Leaving Tuolumne City at 6:18
every morning, the train arrived at Sonora at 7~00 and continued
on to Oakdale which it reached at 9:50. It is interesting to note
that the Sierra Railway provided a welcome service by transporting
students to the first high school in the county which was built in
Sonora. The fares were: Oakdale to Jamestown a dollar and a
half and Oakdale to Sonora a dollar and seventy-five cents. Two
dollars would take you all the way to Tuolumne. Considering that
the shipment of lumber was calculated at $2.50 a ton .and the entire carload of cattle at $20.00, these fare for a school commute
were comparatively steep. ~ut this was at a time when the American dream usually included a pursuit of education against a variety of odds which demonstrated the final worth of the goal to be
reached.
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A timetable dated February 18, 1906 indicated that the trip between Angels and Oakdale with stops in Tuolumne, Sonora, Jamestown, Chinese, and Cooperstown took somewhere in the neighborhood of 20 hours. The ambiguity of the way in which it was
printed indicated the lackadaisical attitude of the railway in relationship to punctuality. The wording of the schedule was "Trains
leave and are due to arrive at Oakdale. Leave 2:40 p.m. Arrive
10:18 a.m."
Another branch of the line was developed exclusively for the
passenger service between Angels and Sonora. The all-American
sport of baseball was the incentive of special short cars which
could more easily navigate the multiple curves on the run. Intensive rivalry between the communities of Angels and Sonora
produced a baseball battle for the championship yearly. Shortly
after the turn of the century a popular Sunday trip -attracted
crowds of ball fans to "take your best girl and come along" to the
ballgame. The Sierra Railway offered special trips from Oakdale to
Sonora on account of the ball games with a round trip fare of
$1.00 and band music provided for entertainment coming and going on the trip.
Unfortunately, Mr. Joe Azevedo who has long been accepted as
an accurate source of information on the Sierra Railway died
recently and was unavailable for interviews. However, Mr. Bill
Coffer, present day brakeman for the Sierra Railroad, graciously
provided extensive information for this paper. He grew up in
Tuttletown which is on the Angels to Sonora run and recalled for
me how the train tracks ran right through the yard of the Tuttletown School where he and Joe Azevedo were schoolmates.
With the growth of the Sierra Railway service and the alteration of its functions over the years, a wide variety of equipment
has been in use. The line made acquisitions of available stock,
incorporated some functional utility machines, and up-dated and
remodeled on occasion to meet current needs.
The Sierra Railway Co. started with three locomotives, and has
used a total of 22 steam engines, three of which are still in use including one of the originals, engine #3. It has been retained and
maintained primarily for its historical and authentic image and
has been used in many movies.
Engine No. 3 was built in 1891 by the Rogers Co. for the Prescott and Arizona Central Railroad. When it was acquired by the
Sierra Railway it came by its own steam along rails which had
b..;en used by the same Arizona Railway. These 40 pound rails
which had been shipped from Prescott, Arizona, to Redondo
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Beach, California. They came by water to Stockton and then finally
by Southern Pacific rails to Oakdale. As the heavy rails arrived, the
grading crews started putting them down in a mad dash to make
the dreams become a reality. Thus, when No. 3 came puffing into
Cooperstown in June 1897, it proclaimed to the world that the
Sierra Railway was officially off and running - with printed
schedules and everything. On hand to greet its arrival was the
largest group of people ever assembled at what had previously
been a rather lonely wagon freighting stage depot.
The only Rogers engine ever used on the line, engine No. 3 is a
credit to its builders. It has worked steadily and successfully hauling lumber, gold, quartz, mail, and people. It is still in working
condition and is used extensively in the movie industry whenever
the script calls for a steam engine of the "wild west" era. It is
used as an important part of a long-running T.V. serial entitled
"Petticoat Junction," and appeared in various movies including
"High Noon," "The Texas Rangers," "Rage at Dawn," "Sierra
Passage," "Drums of the Deep South," "When the Daltons Rode,"
"Return of Jesse James," "Young Tom Edison," "Dodge City,"
"Union Pacific," and "North of the Rio Grande."
This was a railroad for the mountains, as the name indicates.
Problems of grading and tracking were accentuated by the need
for precarious trestles and mountainside cut-throughs. Although
the Retch Hetchy R.R. went much higher to an elevation over
5,000 feet, there were two of the engines on the Sierra line which
were equipped with snow plow attachments - #22 and #34.
All the engines have hooks on front, so they can be used to go in
either direction.
One of the original investors of the Sierra Railway was San
Francisco banker William H. Crocker. His descendents still have
a controlling interest in the line and its operation.
San Francisco businessman Charlie Crocker is the present day
representative of the Crocker name and interest in the line. Three
decades of ownership in the line is rounded out in current fashion
by the institution of wine and cheese served on the "Vin Et
Fromage Special" and a New Years Eve Party Train. A Railtown of
outdoor yards in Jamestown is a practical money-making combination of utility needs of the line being met and watched by
curiosity seeking people. Mr. Dan Duckhorn works closely with
Crocker on the train in the preservation of these treasures they
both enjoy. Mr. Duckhorn is the present day treasurer of the
Sierra Railroad Company.
In 1937, the name of the Sierra Railway was changed to the
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Sierra Railroad Company - another indication of the passage of
'time and the need to ''keep up with the times." The old fashioned
designation of railway gave way to the more commercial and business like railroad.
Today the Sierra Railroad Company provides transportation for
Pickering Lumber Corporation at Standard, and the United States
Lime Products at Sonora on a special lime spur. There are about
57 or 58 miles of track in useful existence today with 49 miles between Oakdale and Pickering. Although there is a track to Tuolumne, there are no more trips on it. The track just sits, but hopes
are high that another run can be going along the line next year
for excursion purposes. The route to Tuolumne includes two
trestles for the train to cross. At Tuolumne the Sierra Railroad
meets with the West Side and Cherry Valley Railway. There the
tracks join and an unusual combination of track is seen in the roadbed so that both the Sierra and narrow gauge West Side engines
can use the same line. A common rail on one side and two rails
on the other at proper distances for narrow and regular gauge use
is necessary for this to be accomplished. This line was independent
of the Sierra and was built solely to accomodate the shipment of
lumber from the mill in Tuolumne. It was used extensively until
August 15, 1968, when a dispute between long time residents of
Tuolumne and new managerial interests in the area caused a bitter
'labor dispute .. The ultimate result was arson and the total destruction of the lumber mill in Tuolumne. One of the long time Tuolumne residents, Mr. Ed Cottle, took a private interest in this historical, California's longest, narrow gauge rail line and presently
runs excursions out of the Tuolumne station at Turnback Junction
up to Toyon National Forest.
The tourist business was the original incentive for the idea leading to the development of the Sierra Railway. Although as the
idea was explored, the most obvious use of a rail line in this location was a more commercial one. Today the needs of entertainment
are met a double pronged effort by the Sierra Railway. The movie
industry makes wide use of the authentic old steam engines, and
the pleasure of a trip back into nostalgia is offered by the railway
with a series of scenic tourist trips.
The gold mines are gone, but the mining process is still carried
on in the pursuit of rocks and lime. It is open core mining, and the
Sierra Railway still finds a need in the transportation of the raw
diggings. Mr. William Cheney is the present General Manager of
the Sierra Railway.
This paper tells a small portion of early California history. The
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events of ultimate effects of this railroad on anyone's life will
surely not be large or long reaching; however, its men like Thomas
Bullock and Prince Poniatowski, had the visions and stamina to
make their dreams a reality. To glorify these men and their works
doesn't seem to be in order, since the primary interest of their undertaking was probably monetary gains rather than philanthropic.
But the Sierra Railway was an early days lifeline to the heart of
the Mother Lode and should therefore be found a place of remembrance in our history.
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ON SOUNDS OF PAINTED ARROWS
We found the petroglyphs
protected amid huge rocks,
Rocks that surely had been strewn
by some giant hand among the pines
and conglomerated therein to form
a fall for ;ade green waters
Near by, were indentations
where Indian wives had ground
their acorns fine for food.
Perhaps they gossiped ;ust a bit
while waiting for return
of hunters and their catch.
The pictures on the rocks
were clear and firm;
I knew not their meaning,
but the wind traveling westward
carried Heaven, Man and Earth
on sounds of painted arrows.
LUCILLE SANDBERG
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RELIGION IN EARLY SAN FRANCISCO
BRADFORD LucKINGHAM

From a small port village in 1848, San Francisco emerged into
a large city of over fifty thousand in less than a decade. Drawn by
the gold rush internal and foreign migrants poured in from all
parts of America and the world. The individual soon discovered
that he or she was part of a polyglot society in which consciousness of kind burgeoned, a society in which it was impossible to
provide comprehensive aid and comfort to meet the needs of all.
As a result, many people of common background, interests, and
desires drew together to satisfy common needs.
The role played by the church and church-related agencies in
meeting these needs in early San Francisco has been largely neglected by historians. In their myopic concern with the "Jungle
thesis," in which the early city is depicted as a chaotic den of unrelieved evil, they have slighted a significant dimension of life
on the urban frontier of the Far West. To begin with, the.church,
distinguished from secular associations by its suprasocial orientation was, at the same time, a fellowship, a brotherhood of believers,
a basis of social intercourse. As a cultural organization, the church
not only served the needs of its member for spi1itual security, but
also served as a social rallying point, a center of group life. It conducted many activities, spiritual, educational, charitable, recreational, and reform in their purpose. And as an instrument of cultural conservatism, it embodied and perpetuated in its different
forms the social traditions of diverse and often conflicting groups.
No real start was made toward the foundation of a Protestant
religion in San Francisco before the Gold Rush. The first Protestant
clergyman to begin work in the city was the Reverend Timothy
Dwight Hunt, a Yale graduate and a New School Presbyterian
from New England who had served in the Hawaiian Islands from
1844 to 1848. When news of the gold discovery reached Honolulu
in June, 1848, Hunt's congregation joined in the rush to California.
He soon followed, arriving in San Francisco in October, 1848,
whereupon he dutifully accepted an offer made by a group of residents to act as chaplain of San Francisco. Under his direction
regular church services on a nondenominational basis were held
during the last two months of the year 1848. Hunt's services
proved successful from their inception. The little chapel crowded
with people every Sunday seemed, to him, to revive "the associa-
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tions of former days," and "the respectable appearance of the congregation" made him feel as though he were on "the Atlantic and
not the Pacific Coast of this great continent." 1
The idea of ministering to the Protestants of the new city on an
interdenominational basis appealed to Hunt. He appreciated "the
union of believers of different names: Presbyterians, Episcopalians,
Baptists, and Methodists were practically joined together - Christ
being the central bond." But with the arrival of ministers sent by
the various mission boards, it became evident that this brief opening venture would end. Hunt was cordial to the incoming missionaries, and he often invited them to preach to his congregation. At
the same time, however, the missionaries drew support for churches
of their own, and before long denominational consciousness prevailed. As a result, by the end of 1849 the various Protestant
denominations had established six separate churches in San
Francisco.~

This proliferation of religious associations was encouraged. "vVe
should be glad to see every denomination of Christians have their
places of worship in San Francisco," declared the Alta California
upon the dedication of the First Unitarian Church in October,
1850, so "that all our citizens might have an opportunity of attending those to which they have become accustomed, and in
whose various doctrines they believe." At the close of 1850 there
were nine churches in the city, and it was reported that there were
"now in San Francisco societies representing the principal religious
denominations of the country, and most of them are in a healthy
and vigorous condition."J
In December, 1854, the total number of churches reached
twenty-four, and by the close of 1856 there were thirty-five established churches in San Francisco. The churches not only were supported and prosperous, they were also utilized; according to the
Alta, "on each succeeding Sabbath, these houses are filled with
worshippers." The same paper also reported the existence of fourteen Sunday schools and twelve Bible classes, all of which "attracted their full share of devotees." And by May, 1856, according
to the Reverend Hunt, "one half of all the children in the city belong to Sabbath schools. Few cities, if any, in the older states can
show an equal number in proportion to the whole." This statistic,
along with the steady emergence of Bible and tract societies
seemed to assure the religious education of group members of
all ages. 4
Because of the great influx of different national groups in the
early years, a number of churches were organized to meet the
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needs of foreign language speaking Protestants. Not only differences in language, but also differences in color inspired Protestant
people to associate. In February, 1852, the First African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church came into being, in June of the same year
Saint Cyprian's African Methodist Church was organized, and in
August of 1852 the First Colored Baptist Church was formed.
These churches became centers of Negro life in the early city. They
provided much of the leadership for civil right activities, and
through them black children obtained their first educational opportunities. As for the pioneer black church builders, it has been
estimated "that a mental and spiritual contagion possessed them
all, that having come out of slavery, they were zealous to found
institutions of their own through which they could make a distinctive corporate contribution to life in a growing city." 5
Of the nineteen churches in the city in 1852 three were Catholic.
The three churches, in which services were held in Spanish, French,
German, and English, offered Catholic immigrants a connecting
link with the past, a natural sanctuary, and as a unifying force
the church had no equal among Catholic institutions. A Catholic
layman, visiting San Francisco in April, 1851, noted the devotion
involved : "I spent Easter Sunday in San Francisco and 1 was agreeably surprised to see so many gentlemen and ladies approach the
Holy Sacrament. Indeed I could almost fancy myself back in the
churches of New York City." Yet in July, 1851, the Reverend
Joseph S. Alemany, Bishop of Monterey, minced no words in
speaking of what he considered some of the grimmer effects of
the Gold Rush when he remarked that "the great emigration brings
Protestantism and immorality . . . More Catholic churches are
needed." In July, 1853, after being named Archbishop of San
Frandsco, Father Alemany realized his wish when he laid the
cornerstone of St. Mary's Cathedral. Catholics of all circumstances
joined in the effort to see that this magnificent structure was completed. A wealthy Catholic layman, John Sullivan, donated the site;
a parish fair presented by the Catholic ladies netted seventhousand dollars; a Church Debt Society was organized to raise
money; the sale of pews, costing from eight to 175 dollars, was
successful; and finally, "while the Catholic with one hand worked or
scrambled for wealth, with the other he freely gave to that which
is always dearest to his heart." The dedication of St. Mary's
Cathedral took place on Christmas Eve, 18.54. It was of such interest to Catholics that, long before the pontifical ceremonies
began, the building was filled beyond capacity, while a huge overflow congregation stood outside on the sidewalks. "I do not re-
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member having seen a church more crowded," Father Alemany
declared, "and they told me that more than a thousand people had
to turn back, not being able to enter." St. Mary's, the largest
building yet erected in the city, soon became the center of worship for most English-speaking Catholics in San Francisco, as well
as the cathedral of Roman Catholicism on the Pacific coast. G
Catholics in the city were devoted to their churches. In June,
1854, the San Francisco Catholic Standard proudly .stated that "in
true piety and exact conformity with the discipline of the Church,
Catholics of this city, it has been made manifest to those best
qualified to judge, stand unsurpassed even in the most faithful
portions of the Old World . . . We have no doubt but a knowledge of the flourishing condition of the Faith amongst us, would
induce multitudes who have hitherto been deterred by the reports
of immorality which prevailed here formerly, to come here with
their families and settle amongst us." Perhaps the Catholic Register,
published in Philadelphia, best summed up the situation when it
asserted in July 1854, that "San Francisco is a fast city in religious
movements as well as in other things." 7
Not unlike the Protestant and the Catholic churches, the Jewish
synagogues served to preserve the identity and perpetuate the traditions of immigrant members. As early as 1850 two Jewish congregations were formed in San Francisco. Nationality, language, and
ritual separated them; Sherith Israel consisted of Polish Jews and
Emanu-El consisted of German Jews. The objectives of the synagogues were clearly defined. Emanu-El, for example, was organized "according to the traditional lines followed by their brethren
in the East and their fathers and mothers at home, on the Rhine,
in Bavaria, Baden, Saxony, and other countries where the Minhag
Ash kenaz still prevailed." Members pledged to give religion
permanent security in their new home; the "covenant of Israel"
was to be reaffirmed on the end of the continent. "To hold stated
services and public convocations; to instruct the young in the religion of their fathers; to promote the welfare and enhance the dignity of the religion of Israel by precept and example; to preserve
and conserve the tradition of Israel's helpfulness to humanity, that
in these new environments the Jew might also be the priestly
messenger of a gracious Diety" - these were the aims for which
these men organized. Not only did the congregation want to perpetuate the traditional religion, .b ut they also wanted to create a
homogenous body by teaching members the necessity for mutual
service and by instilling in them an interest in each other as well
as in the congregation. At the close of 1856, the congregation had
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a membership of 250, and their synagogue, school, benevolent societies, mortuary and burial grounds served as monuments to their
success.H All told, the churches - Protestant, Catholic, Jewish - were
supported to an extent often ignored by historians. "Despite our
image," the Alta declared in November, 1855, "we can justly claim
that the real genuine and prevailing sentiment of San Francisco
will compare favorably with any seaboard city of its size in the
Union. It is a question of grave doubt whether any eastern city
can be found that can claim a greater number of churches, or
better attendance on worship, in proportion to the number of inhabitants than the city of San Francisco."!)
Church members in early San Francisco also were instrumental
in the development of private and public education. In fact, in the
beginning there was little general interest in the establishment of
an educational system outside of the churches. In this respect, the
career of John C. Pelton is instructive. ,Pelton, a young Baptist layman, arrived in San Francisco from Boston in October, 1849. The
prospect of wealth did not lure him to the early city; his only purpose was to establish a free school. He met with little encouragement at first, for most of the citizens doubted that a school was
necessary at that time, but the First Baptist Church was offered
to him by the Reverend Osgood Wheeler as a place in which to try
his belief. To the surprise of many, over fifty pupils enrolled during the first week. In order that the school be "free to all who may
be disposed to avail themselves of its privileges," which included
"courses taught in the public schools of New England," Pelton admitted free of tuition all who applied. He hoped to maintain his
~;chool through voluntary contributions, but he soon found out that
although many parents were willing to send their children to his
school free of charge, few of them cared to support him and his
family. Unable to carry the burden alone, he applied to the local
government for aid, and after much prodding on the part of the
teacher and the First Baptist Church, the authorities appointed a
committee to look into the matter. And in March, 1850, as a result
of the pressure, Pelton's school was adopted by the city, and he
and his wife were employed as teachers. Thus the first public
school in San Francisco was inaugurated.
Soon after Pelton had established his school in the city, others
were started. In January, 1850, the Reverend Flavel S. Mines of
the Holy Trinity Episcopal Church opened a parish school. In
March another school was opened in the First Congregational
Church by John M. Howe, a teacher from Boston. In May the Reverend Samuel Hopkins Willey, a New School Presbyterian from
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Andover, Massachusetts, opened a Sunday school in an abandoned
shop in the Happy Valley district of the city. Among those who
assisted him was a Yale educated New Yorker, Thomas J. Nevins,
local representative of the American Tract Society. Nevins, noticing
that many children in that district needed attention during the
week as well as on Sunday, urged Willey to join him in promoting
a regular school. And because of their interest and influence a
a school was opened in June, 1850, in a cabin donated for that
purpose by William D. Howard, a prominent local merchant from
Boston. Moreover, in September, 1850, the Howard Street Presbyterian Church was organized by Willey, Nevins, Howard, and
others who had been associated in the school endeavor. In short,
in this instance, as in many others, the men who developed the
churches and schools in the early city were one and the same.10
From the beginning Catholics also established schools. The first
parochial school to be opened after the secularization of the missions was started by the Reverend Francois Langlois in September,
J849, in connection with St. Francis of Assisi Church. St. Patrick's
school was started in September, 1851, by the Reverend John
Maginnis. The small wooden structure which Father Maginnis used
for a church on Sunday served as a school during the week. He
taught the boys department, leaving the girls in the excellent care
of the Sisters of Charity. Pupils came from all parts of the city;
some came as boarders from the surrounding country. At the end
of 1851, there were sixty boys and ninety girls attending the
school. 11
The Jews, like the Protestants and the Catholics, wanted to see
their children in school. When the congregation Emanu-el was organized in July, 1850, there were, in all, perhaps twenty Jewish
children in the city. Louis Cohn, a member of the congregation,
formed the first class and "took pleasure and delight in teaching
the little ones." In 1851 the number of pupils increased to the point
where another member of the congregation, Meyer Welholf, joined
Cohn in teaching the children. And when Dr. Julius Eckman, a
graduate of the University of Berlin, arrived in July 1854, he was
asked to take charge of the educational interests of the Jewish
community. Eckman was given every possible support. At a convention of Jews, both congregations, Emanu-El and Sherith Israel,
were represented, and they both agreed to assist Eckman with a
subsidy. His school met with great success; at the close of 1856
over one-hundred pupils were attending classes in which they received training in both secular and spiritual subjects. This school
was extremely important to the Jewish population because it satis61

fied a crucial need in that children not only learned the subjects
of regular schools, but they also learned their own history and the
traditions of their own faith. 1 ~
lt is obvious that from the beginning church members realized
the need for schools. Yet many obstacles had to be overcome before the general public offered to support an adequate public
school system. One barrier was the belief that there were few
children in the city. In September, 1851, the Reverend Samuel
Hopkins Willey, in order to prove the contrary, paraded over onehundred children through the streets of San Francisco. This demonstration proved a revelation to many; the Alta declared that
"the merry voices of children are no longer strangers to our ears,
and their shining faces greet us at every turn. Their numbers are
increasing fast, and with them the necessities of a good school
system." A few days later a city ordinance was passed providing
not only for a common school fund and the creation of seven
school districts, but also for the building of school houses in each
district and the creation of a board of education. And by the end
of 1852 six other districts had been provided with school houses,
and 791 of the 2050 children in the city between the ages of four
and sixteen were being instructed in the public schools. At the
end of the following school year 1399 out of 2730 were enrolled
and by the end of 1854 1803 out of 3147 were in attendance.
Also, in May, 1854, the first public school for black children opened
in San Francisco. Accomodating forty-four pupils, it was located in
the basement of St. Cyprian's African Methodist Church, and two
black leaders from New England, J. B. Sanderson and the Reverend J. J. Moor, were engaged as teachers. Thus by the end of
1854 a firm beginning had been made in the organization of public as well as private schools in San Francisco. 13
There was, on occasion, conflict between the religious groups.
The controversy over the division of school funds, for instance,
caused bitterness. At first public money was granted to both
private and public schools, but in 1852 a new law was passed by
the California legislature which held that no schools could share
in the public money unless they "were free from all denominational
and sectarian bias, control, or influence whatsoever." Catholics
protested again and again, but in the end to no avail. The support
the Catholics wanted was doomed from the beginning because it
was contra1y to the course of action that American education was
taking. Moreover, Protestant defense of the new law was strong
in the city, and the drive for the elimination of sectarian influence
in the public schools was given impetus by the fact that during
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the early years the Superintendent of Schools and the entire membership of the Board of Education in San Francisco called New
England home, and most of the teachers employed by the city
were either from New York or New England and they came to San
Francisco equipped with a particular philosophy. 14
Here again the importance of institutional attachment in the
form of churches, schools, and other ways must be stressed. In this
instance, for example, New Englanders were often given stern
warnings not to leave their homes to join in the gold rush. "San
Francisco," the Reverend. Charles H. Brigham declared in February, 1849, to a group of Taunton, Massachusetts, goldseekers, "is
destined to become the great hell of the continent." "You will
be in great moral peril in California," warned the Reverend G. W.
Perkins in an address delivered at West Meridan, Connecticut, in
March, 1849, on the eve of departure of another group of New
Englanders, and life there "will involve great hazards to your
characters." Such dire predictions were repeated from one end of
New England to the other in the sermons of Yankee ministers as
they sought to dissuade their young men from going to California.
Yet the ministers need not have worried, for more often than not
the New Englanders who settled in San Francisco followed the
advice given young William Henry Thomes. When Thomes embarked for California from Boston early in 1849, he and his associates were advised by .Edward Everett, president of Harvard
College, to take "the Bible in one hand and your New England
civilization in the other and make your mark on the people and
the country." As early as October, 1848, there were New England
men in San Francisco working toward this end. It was, for example,
the avowed objective of the Reverend Timothy Dwight Hunt to
"MAKE CALIFORNIA THE MASSACHUSETTS OF THE PACIFIC." Of course Hunt, and the men who shared his idea, did
not entirely succeed, but they did manage to recreate enough of
the traditional culture to satisfy many of tho~e in need of it.
George Bates, speaking of "the New England triumphs of the
Pacific" before the Sons of New England in San Francisco in December, 1856, explained it all by directing his audience to "look
upward to the many houses whose pointed spheres, rising heavenward, show that they are dedicated to God. The bell summons
us to enter, and we do so; and there, with suppressed breath, we
listen to New England sermons, we join in New England psalms;
we look around upon New England wives, New England husbands,
New England children." And, Bates added, when "we leave the
house of God .. . we enter the school houses of the city ... These
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are New England school houses, New England scholars, New England teachers.'%
Bates of course was partial, but his point is to a large extent
valid. The same process of disconnection and reconnection occurred among a number of immigrant groups. They made substantial
efforts to preserve and perpetuate in emergent San Francisco what
they had left behind. It is true that they could not reproduce the
established community destroyed by migration, but they could and
did devise a multitude of organizations to replace it. And the
school system issue in the early city provides an example of this
persistent pursuit. Indicative of this trend was the goal of John
Swett, president of the San Francisco Teachers' Association, who
made repeated reference to making the schools of California like
the schools of New England. He sought to follow the advice of his
former mentor in Massachusetts who urged him "to disseminate
the good New England influence which you have carried with
you." Men like Swett, cultural conservators, along with their supporters, were affiliated with Presbyterian, Congregational, Episcopal, Unitarian, and other Protestant denominations. And they were
determined to recreate in their new home what they had considered the best of civilization in the settled societies they had left. In
their minds this general objective, in the being of every immigrant,
included a familiar school system. At the same time, all the Catholic schools continued to function, and they grew and multiplied in
response to group consciousness and group pride. The Catholics,
also cultural conservators, would not be absorbed; like the Jews
and the Protestants, they retained their educational institutions
and continued to reflect a sense of group individualism and group
identity. 16
Despite the conflicts, by the end of 1856 the schools of San
Francisco were deemed "the pride of the metropolis." Thousands
of children attended the schools in the city. San Franciscans believed that their school children exhibited "a degree of proficiency
in the various studies pursued certainly not surpassed if not
equaled by any other city of the "Union." Outsiders agreed : "the
schools of San Francisco," noted the Reverend Horace Bushnell
in 1856, "are not inferior to those in our eastern cities." In sum,
San Franciscans, as one contemporary observer put it, "with such
a system of schools - built up within six years, under all the circumstances which have embarassed and retarded its establishment
- may certainly without vanity point to it as an instance of enlightened energy without a parallel.'' 17
While the early city was not destined to be the site of the Col-
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lege of California, the men who created the school were, for the
most part, San Franciscans. They were men who belonged to that
same group of Protestant cultural conservators from New England
and New York who made many of the private and all of the public
schools of emergent San Francisco a fact . One of these men, the
Reverend Samuel Hopkins Willey, was the first pioneer of the
college idea in California. From the moment he arrived at Monterey in February, 1849, he began investigating the possibilities of
establishing in the new country a college of the New England
type. Willey, and those in sympathy with ·him, cherished the college idea, but little was done until early in 1853. At that time the
Reverend Henry Durant, a former tutor in Yale College, and for
sixteen years pastor of the Congregational Church in Byfield, Massachusetts, was settling in San Francisco. No mission board had
sent him; he had come to the city on his own for the sole purpose
of establishing a college. Soon after his arrival a meeting of interested persons was called and the result was the formation of a
committee to work with Durant in establishing an academy that
would eventually become a college. Made up of cultural conservators who were determined to erect an institution similar to the
kind they had known in the past, the committee consisted of the
Reverend Samuel B. Bell, pastor of the Oakland Presbyterian
Church; the Reverend Timothy Dwight Hunt, pastor of the First
Congregational Church of San Francisco; and Willey, by now pastor of the Howard Street Presbyterian Church in San Francisco_!~
The site chosen for the future college was in Oakland. The new
school was called Contra Costa Academy, and although its growth
was slow, it had by the end of 1853 reached a point sufficient in
progress to call for incorporation under the name College of California. A foundation had been laid; in its infancy in 1856, the
new college began its evolution to maturity. "This college," the
Alta declared in January, 1857, "will be the germ of a proper university, and will fulfill its idea till it becomes on the owestern shore
what Harvard and Yale are on the other." In less than fifteen years
the College of California became the University of California. 10
Religious people contributed a great deal to the development of
a social system in early San Francisco, for their associational
activity let not only to the establishment of many spiritual and educational institutions but also to the emergence of many benevolent
societies. These societies were necessary because public relief in
San Francisco was virtually nonexistent. At first the common sharing of discomforts and hardships, and the common anxiety for the
religious welfare of the immigrants brought the ministers into
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frequent contact with each other. Among the _projects to emerge
from these meetings were the San Francisco Seamen's Friend
Society, and the Benevolent, or Stranger's Friend Society, both of
which gave help to the sick and destitute during the years 1849
and 1850. At the same time, as denominational consciousness
emerged, each congregation supported a benevolent association to
aid church members in need."2°
The Protestant women of the early city also joined together to
provide aid to the unfortunate. Yet, according to the standard distortion, there were nd "respectable women" in gold rush San
Francisco. "The few women who came to California in 1849, and
three or four years thereafter, were of the most disreputable class,
not merely destitute of decency, but so debased as to be a caricature on humanity." This type of description abounds in the literature covering the early city, but from the beginning there were
many women engaged in constructive pursuits. In February, 1851,
a group of Protestant women met and organized the San Francisco
Ladies" Orphan Asylum Society, and for years they maintained
an orphanage, the first charitable institution of its kind in the
state. In August, 1853, another group of Protestant women gathered together to form a society to aid women and children in distress. "To render protection and assistance to strangers, to sick and
dependent women and children" was made the individual responsibility of each member of the San Francisco Ladies' Protection
and Relief Society; according to the organization's constitution, it
was "the duty of all members of the Society to search out the
conditions of the poor, the sick and needy women and children,
and to report their circumstances and necessities." By July, 1855,
it was reported that the Society had handled hundreds of destitute
case~, the aid given consisting of employment, money, clothing,
provisions, nursing and medical attention. Upon publishing the
report, the editor of the Alta stated that there could not be a San
Franciscan who "reads the infamous animadiversions of the Eastern
Press, regarding our city, its moral conditions and callousness to
suffering, but must congratulate himself upon such refutations as
are afforded by these Reports." 21 The Society was only one of
many such groups in the early city who made up in part the social system. In short, the church folk, male and female, who organized these associations, far from being individuals in an atomistic society, helped to create institutions and a social outlook that
brought strong religious impact on San Francisco secular life.
This attribute is clearly displayed in the rise of the San Francisco Young Men's Christian Association. Many young men in the
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early city were, despite observations to the contrary, concerned
about their own and others "mental, moral, and spiritual welfare."
Among them was William K. Osborn, a lawyer and a member of
the First Presbyterian Church. Osborn, after a residence of three
years in the city, decided that more should be done to help draw
together the young men of San Francisco. He found others who
shared his concern, and out of subsequent discussions there evolved
a plan to establish a Young Men's Christian Association similar to
the one existing in Boston. A member of the group had in his
possession a copy of the form of orgatnization adopted in Boston,
and it was proposed that they follow it as closely as possible. Accordingly, the San Francisco Y.M.C.A. was organized in July, 1853,
at a meeting held in the Pine Street Baptist Church. And from the
beginning the Association, a cultural conservator, emulated the
Boston example. 22
Osborn, the first president of the organization, stated the primary object of the Association as being "the improvement of the
mental, moral and spiriteual conditions of ourselves and other
young men." The members, he declared, "shall seek out young men
residing in San Francisco and endeavor to bring them under moral
and religious influence by aiding them in the selection of suitable
boarding places and employment; introducing them to the members and privileges of the Association; by securing their attendance at some place of worship on the Sabbath and by every
means in their power surrounding them with Christian associates."
It was to be a united effort among young men who wished to "advance the cause of Christ and to promote a spirit of religious inquiry, exalted piety and Christian fellowship." At the same time it
was to be another pracitical instrument of civilization in the new
city; another expression of practical idealism. 23
During the first year seventeen formal meetings were held at
which original essays were read by members; they ranged in subject matter from "Home, its Associations and Influence," to "Novels
and the Drama." In addition the Association sponsored a series
of eight lectures given by the leading clergymen in the city.
Topics in this series ranged from the Reverend Benjamin Brierly's
"Vestiges of Creation" to the Reverend William A. Scott's "Responsibility of Young Men for their Influence in Society." The lectures,
free to the public as well as to members, drew large audiences,
and they were often excellent; Scott's lecture was subsequently
published in Philadelphia and in London. Because of the success
of the lecture series, it became an annual feature of the Association's program. 2 4
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During the first year committees on employment, visitation,
and boarding houses also were appointed. And members were
active in helping newcomers to the city find suitable lodging and
employment, thus "removing from them two great causes of dissipation and vice." Occasionally the Association assisted in sending
young men who became stranded in San Francisco because of illness or misfortune back to their former homes. The committee in
charge of visitation had the responsibility of calling on "all members of the Association confined by illness and endeavor to procure
aid for all such as are in need." 25
The library and reading room of th e Association, although small,
was "much used." Donations of books were solicited and subscriptions were placed for a number of religious and secular newspapers
and periodicals. At the end of the first year, the library housed
450 volumes of "valuable standard and religious works," all of them
donated to the Association.~ 6
The enthusiasm of members remained high throughout the first
year. The records show that twenty, thirty and even forty new
members were welcomed into the Association month after month.
Beginning with a charter membership of eighty-eight in July, 1853,
the Y.M.C.A. listed 343 members in August, 1854. In summarizing
the results of the first year, Osborn declared the Association to be
"fairly started on its way of usefulness ... there is great work to
be done here, and we have the means for its execution." He called
attention to the many young men living in the city "away from the
restraints of early associations and from the influence of godly
friends and home circles, exposed to the thousand alluring, yet
soul-destroying temptations peculiar to all large cities." To meet
the challenge, he continued, "we must approach them through
their social sympathies and instincts as young men to young men,
- win their confidence by deeds of kindness . . . and lead them
with us to the sanctuary on the Sabbath, and to our social and devotional meetings." He emphasized that it was the mission of the
members "to persuade these young men to come with us so that
we may do them good."~ 7
Strengthened by this mission, the organization continued to
progress. Old services were refined and new ones introduced.
Among the new activities sponsored by the group was the formation and instruction of Sunday schools for the neglected juveniles
in the city. Three of these schools were established by June 1855;
thus the beginning of the Association's work in beha,lf of young
boys.~s

In August, 1857, at the fourth annual meeting of the Association,
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it was reported that the classes organized "for mutual improvement" were going well. The library also was popular; it now
housed 1,273 volumes. It was also reported that there were now
570 young men in the Association. This figure placed the Association seventh in the country following membership the Y.M.C.A.'s
of Boston, New York, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Newark and Philadelphia.
It also placed it ahead of the Y.M.C.A.'s of Baltimore, Richmond,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland, St. Louis, Louiseville and New
Orleans. In San Francisco it was agreed that the Association had
achieved a "genuine usefulness" in its purpose of improving the
spiritual, mental, and moral condition of young men in the city. 29
Benevolence of course was not restricted to Protestant groups.
For example, in February, 1851, members of the large Catholic
community in San Francisco met to discuss the means of providing for the destitute Catholic children in the city. At this meeting
the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum Association was born. The
ravages of the cholera epidemic during the fall and winter of the
year 1850 had left many children without parents, thus leaving
unprotected a large number of orphans. This unfortunate situation,
and the fact that the Protestants had already met the challenge,
created among Catholics the need to do something constructive.
As Archbishop Alemany put it, "those who do not profess our religion have constructed asylums to which the Catholic orphans are
admitted and invited; but oh! with what detriment to their faith,
it is not necessary to inform you. But if we have not a Catholic institution to maintain our orphans, many of the Catholic children
will have to take refuge in these asylums and receive a Protestant
0ducation!" Here again is the tenacious identity factor at work.
The relationship between the diverse religions in the early city
was often a responsive one. This relationship existed in all emergent American cities, and it inspired a competition among individual groups to achieve institutional and communal complexes respective of their needs. And this religious pluralism made positive
contributions to urban growth, for in the process each group contributed not only to its own welfare, but also, since there existed
no comprehensive organization to care for the needs of all, to the
overall development of the larger city as welJ.3°
In San Francisco, Catholics met the challenge, and by 1855, in
an orphanage sponsored by the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum
Association, and erected at a cost of twenty-five thousand doll:;trs,
the Sisters of Charity were caring for over one-hundred Catholic
orphans. Moreover, Catholic women, like Protestant women, concerned themselves with the plight of the destitute, and they sup-
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ported not only the Sisters of Charity in their work, but also the
House of Mercy, a Catholic organization run by the Sisters of
Mercy, dedicated to providing a home and help to the sick and indigent Catholic women of the cityY
Of course the great benevolent association among Catholics in
the city was the church itself; therein the individual found not
only spiritual comfort, but mundane forms of relief. Each Catholic
church in San Francisco supported a benevolent society made up
of church members; St. Mary's Benevolent Association, organized
in 1855, was typical. These associations not only provided aid to
Catholics in need, but they also offered a cultural program of
concerts and lectures. In this way they served Catholics of all circumstances. The Catholic churches, like other churches in the
early city, also helped to create a society in which people resorted
to voluntary associations for achieving objectives unattainable by
single individuals; a society permeated with organized groups
rather than a mere aggregation of isolated individuals. 32
From the beginning Jewish benevolent associations were active
in San Francisco, and they were closely connected with the Jewish
congregations. Members of the First Hebrew Benevolent Society,
organized in December, 1849, formed Sherith Israel in April, 1850,
and the Eureka Benevolent Association, formed in October, 1850,
was the child of Emanu-el, organized in July, 1850.33
The First Hebrew Benevolent Society was among the first of the
charitable organizations established in the city. Its primary objective was to "assist poor and needy Hebrews in sickness and
want." Citing this goal of the Society in November, 1850, the Alta
praised its work, and declared that the time was right "for societies,
and friends and acquaintances to help those who claim their particular care, leaving to the city only such as are poor and friendless." A guiding light, the Society continued to "nurse the sick,
assist the poor, and bury the dead." As of December, 1856, its
membership numbered over two-hundred, and it had expended
since its inception over ten-thousand dollars in relieP 4
The Eureka Benevolent Association, members of Emanu-El, not
only served their brethren in the city, but they also extended their
services into every corner of California. Working "upon the principle that prompt and direct assistance to the needy is the true
object of a benevolent institution," the Association furnished several hundred destitute persons with aid during the first few years
of its existence. The organization also set aside a fund for the
widows and orphans of deceased members. In April, 1855, the Alta
expressed its gratitude to the 240 member Association when it
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noted that "the establishment and successful continuation of
such institutions which while they tend to enoble and exalt the
character of our Hebrew citizens add in no small degree to the
moral tone fast growing ascendency among us ." As for the motivation of members, August Helbing, first president of the organization, noted the associative spirit of the Jewish immigrants when
he stated that "the Jewish young men felt that organization was
necessary for various purposes. The immediate cause was that our
services were in active demand; every steamer brought a number
of our co-religionists, and they did not always come provided with
means. In fact, some came penniless, having invested all in a passage to the Coast. Some came sick and sore, and it needed oftentimes a respectable portion of our earnings to satisfy all the demands made upon us.' 1 ~
Jewish women, like their Protestant and Catholic counterparts,
were concerned over the condition of their less fortunate sisters,
and it was not long before they organized associations to assist
Hebrew women in the early city. The first one to be created was
the Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent Society; it was affiliated with the
synagogue Sherith Israel and the First Hebrew Benevolent Society.
The second one to be formed was Der lsraelitische Frauenverein;
it was connected with the synagogue Emanu-El and the Eureka
Benevolent Association.'1G
In sum, the church and church-related agencies in early San
Francisco played an important role in the rise of the city. In their
suprasocial functions and in their work as cultural institutions they
helped enormously to bridge the gap between the old and the new
scene. Providing immigrants with opportunities to establish positive attachments, they made the shock of transition easier to overcome. The conducted a multitude of activities, spiritual, educational, benevolent, recreational, and reform in their purposes, all
of which contributed to the development, welfare, and refinement
of early San Francisco society.
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THE GREAT SOUTHWEST. T H E STORY OF A LAND AND
ITS PEOPLE. Elna Bakker and Richard G. Lillard. (American
West Publishing Co., Palo Alto, Calif. 1972. 288 pages. 8)f x 11
inches. $17.50. )
Reviewer CHARLINE CHILSON Porrs
Another of the Great West Series from this publisher, this volume covers the historical and scientific background of a region as a
basis for understanding and enjoying its scenic beauty, its populations of plants and animals, its people both ancient and present,
and its future. The area involved is "this cluster of deserts" extending into northern Mexico and eastern Baja California, characterized
by its diversity and extremes yet surrounded and delineated by
different biotic provinces. The mass of information necessarily included in a single volume of this scope unavoidably becomes at
times a sort of listing of information or events, but frequent inclusion of paragraphs of vivid stories must not be missed by a scam1ing
eye. The reader is aided by many photographs old and new, reference maps, diagrams, glossary, list of sources and index. The
large pages, so satisfactory for illustrations, are divided into two
columns for comfortable reading.
Contents are logically divided into four sections. The first,
Land of Space and Sun, comprising about a fourth of the book, is
descriptive and explanatory. Herein is the physiographic, geologic
and climatic background material, and some suggested travel
routes to follow in active or armchair style.
Part Two, The Natural Communities of Life, provides a chapter
each about characteristic plants and animals. Appreciation of the
great diversity of species to be found in many separate natural
communities is forceably presented, and there are many examples
given of interesting adaptations to consider.
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A third division, The Mark of Mankind, first covers the archaeological background of the region, portrays in lively manner important excavation sites, and describes early cultures of basket and
pottery makers, of pit and cliff dwellers. The second half of this
section relates the story of the entrance and impact of the Spanish
and the Anglos.
The fourth and largest part, almost half the book, is titled The
Legacy of .Progress. It tells about the succession of explorers and
exploiters, how they came and what they did, what happened to
the land and its life, and about those who still come and what they
are doing to the land and its resources and about some of the
action that may save the whole even while we use it. Always
present is the idea of the significance of the mingling of the
species and cultures and the consequences of their mixtures.
This is no coffee table book in the usual sense, though it would
grace such since more than fifty pages are given to colored photographs. Some of these suffer from a too red printing, but all are
nevertheless beautiful. The book is to be read entirely, referred
to, perhaps carried along on an exploration, and probably afterward reread.
NOT SLAVES, NOT CITIZENS. By Peter Biskup. (Crane Russak
& Company, Inc. New York, 1973), 342 pages.
Reviewer RosANNE M. PERRY, Doctoral Candidate in Educational
Psychology, Research Assistant in School of Education.

If one needs some distance from his subject in order to have
an objective perspective, then certainly, Peter Biskup has that advantage. Born in Czechoslovakia, Biskup came to Australia in
1950, was educated there and is now lecturing in librarianship at
the Canberra College of Advanced Education. Throughout this
book, Biskup's attachments to his adopted country manifest themselves in a loving understanding of the conditions of the Australian
Aborigine.
Although the author does not make the analogy, as one reads
the book it is impossible to overlook the similarities between the condition of the aborigine in Australia and the conditions of the Black
or the Indian in our society. Biskup takes the reader from the
Australian colonial period ( 1829-1897) through the missionary
period ( 1906-1935) up to the recent past of 1954, including,
throughout both political and sociological analysis. Both aspects
are presented in a straightforward, simple style with occasional
flashes of humor.
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For the reader who enjoys the atypical but still historic or biographical work, this book fills the bill. Biskup is serious about "the
aboriginal problem" and has made a noteworthy attempt at determining whose problem it is and what should be done about the
aborigine given their history of abuse or, at best, neglect.
REMAIN TO BE SEEN, historic
California houses open to the public, by Elinor Richey (Berkeley,
Calif., Howell-North Books ci973,
180 p., $8.50)
The end pages of this delightful
book show on a map the locations of
the 112 landmark houses of California, stretching from Eureka to San
Diego and from San Francisco to
Death Valley. The many (221) illustrations make this a picture book to
enjoy, but the author's careful research and pleasant style beguile the
browser into more and more attentive reading.
Following an introduction which
gives a brief history of the fate of
many historic Spanish and American
buildings and the development of
the preservation movement which
saved almost half of the landmark
houses from destruction, the author
devotes the larger part of the text to
an essay treatment of twenty of the
houses. Capsule biographies of the
men who built them and the families
who lived in them add human interest to the description of the
architecture and the excellent photographs. Here you will find wellknown gems like the Governor's
Mansion, Winchester Mystery House,
and San Simeon as well as less publicized but deserving ones like the
Villa Montezuma, the Banning residence and the Kearney Mansion.
At the end is "The Gallery," which
comprises a picture and a short description (including location and
visiting information) of the 92 remaining houses.
This attractive and well-printed

volume would be equally at home on
the coffee table or in the car as a
slightly oversize "vade mecum" for
sightseeing.
THE VITAL FEW; American economic progress and its protagonists
by Jonathan Hughes. (New York,
Oxford University Press, c.l965,
1973. Paper, $3.95).
Mr. Hughes has written a new preface to his perceptive study of the
role of the individual in American
economic life. The fascinating stories
of Penn, Brigham Young, Whitney,
Edison, Carnegie, Ford, Harriman
and Morgan are placed in the economic context of their eras to give
a clearer picture of how the "old"
economy of American capitalism
functioned in contrast to the "new"
economy of developing American
socialism.
PERSPECTIVE OF EMPIRE: essays
presented to Gerald S. Graham.
Edited by John E. Flint and
· Glydwr Williams. (New York,
Barnes and Noble, c.1973. 200 p.,
port. $11.50).
These ten essays cover a range of
subjects fitting their presentation to
a man who is a recognized authority on his native Canada, an outstanding naval historian, and who
served with distinction as Rhodes
Professor of Imperial History at the
University of London. The authors
demonstrate both their affection and
admiration for their former teacher
and their own worthiness to carry
on the high standards which he
embodied.
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AN INTERPRETATIVE HISTORY
OF ALASKAN STATEHOOD, by
Claus
M.
Naske.
(Anchorage,
Alaska Northwest Publishing Com"
pany, 1973. 192 p. $5.20, postpaid)
This book, a re-examination of the
Alaska statehood movement, is based
on governmental files and the National Archives, Congressional hearState documents,
personal
ings,
interviews and personal papers. It
points out the problems caused by a
small and scattered population, nonresident special
interests which
feared local taxation, and the lack
of a strong base to support local government. After detailing the long
road to statehood the author briefly
mentions the oil discoveries which
may make Alaska one of the richest
of the States, but he does not mention that the disputes over this tremendous
natural
resource
will
probably make all the past arguments
over conservation, outside ownership,
local autonomy and state versus national interests look puny indeed.
HOLY MAN: Father Damien of
Molokai, by Gavan Daws. (New
York, Harper & Row, c1973. 279
p ., illus. ports. $8.95).
Gavan Daws has written an absorbing book about the courageous
and controversial "leper priest" who,
more than any other individual, forced
his fellows to consider the plight of
the victims of that dread disease.
Painstakingly documented, free of
bias or judgement, the narrative follows Damien from childhood to the
grave, recreating the complex religious life of a land ravaged alike by
foreign diseases and by political
change. However, it never loses sight
of its primary objective - to give as
complete a picture as possible of the
man who has been recognized by his
adopted land as one of its two most
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illustrious dead and by his church
as a candidate for beatification.
THE LIBERA TORS, filibustering expeditions into Mexico 1848-1862
and the last thrust of manifest
destiny, by Joseph Allen Stout, Jr.
(Los Angeles, Westlore Press,
1973. 202. p., illus., ports., map.
Great West and Indian Series, vol.
41, $7.95).
From the many adventures of the
chaotic period following the forma tion of Texas, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the Americanization
of California, the author has selected
the six who made major attempts
to wrest additional land in Sonora
and Baja California from Mexico .
Two of these were Frenchmen and
four were from the American South;
all had been active in California and
all had failed in their attempts at
wealth and power. These men hoped
to be able to colonize and take over
the lightly populated area of Northern Mexico either on the pretext of
helping the Mexicans against Indian
encroachment or "liberating" the
Mexicans from their incompetent
rulers, but there is little doubt that
each was motivated primarily by
dreams of personal aggrandizement.
Each of them failed, some at the
cost of their lives, and there is no
question that their activities, which
were publicly claimed to be encouraged by one or another of the
rapidly changing governments of
Mexico, were seen by many Americans as the logical extension of manifest destiny, and as such helped to
intensify the distrust and hatred
which many Mexicans felt toward
the United States.
Professor Stout has written an interesting and well~ocumented account of a chapter of our history
which is usually discreetly ignored.

BERKELEY: THE TOWN AND
GOWN OF IT, by George A.
Pettitt. (Berkeley, Calif., Howell-North Books, cl973. illus., ports,
$9.50).
All lovers of California will welcome this book, all residents of
Berkeley should be required to read
it, and all erstwhile students of
UCB will find it fascinating. George
Pettitt, long associated with both
Town and Gown, has produced a
witty and perceptive history, surveying with critical, unjaundiced and
affectionate eye the development of
the present "University City" from
its originally disparate origins. He
covers a staggering array of topics
relating to every phase of that development from Indian and Spanish
days in a style that is witty, graceful and fluid. The text, supported by
a bibiliography of over a hundred
sources, many primary, is enl1anced
by a wealth of superb illustrations
(some 240) which in themselves
would justify purchase .
A HISTORY OF MINING ON THE
KENAI PENINSULA, by Mary J.
Barry. (Anchorage, Alaska Northwest Publishing Company, c1973.
214 p., illus., Paper, $6.95).
This book, another first in local
chronicles, traces the history of the
Kenai Peninsula from its geologic
origins through the period of its
discovery and colonization to the post
war era. Brought to the attention of
the modern world by the reports of
the Bering expedition, the area
.served the Russians as a base for fur
traders. Although its deposits of gold,
copper and coal were known and
desultory attempts made at mining,
it was not until 1896 that sufficient
quantities of gold. were discovered to
trigger a small rush . Gold mining
continued until the second World
War, when chrome and li~e deposits

were also exploited. Coal remains the
most important deposit; little of the
known reserves has been used, but
oil has recently been discovered near
Swanson River.
Mrs. Barry has interviewed many
of the pioneers or their descendants
and studied the records of companies
and societies.
The many illustrations, showing
the nature of the terrain and the
primitive buildings, help give a setting for the colorful anectdotes and
capsule biographies.
These western titles have been reprinted by the University of Nebraska Press in its Bison Book paperback
series:
DOC HOLLIDAY, by John Myers
Myers. (224 p., port., $1.95)
"YELLOWSTONE
KELLY,"
the
memoirs of Luther S. Kelly,
edited by M. M. Quaife with a
forward
by Lieutenant-General
Nelson M. Miles, U.S.N. (268 p.,
port., illus., fold. map, $2.75).
PONY EXPRESS, by Fred Reinfeld.
(127 p . illus., $1.95).
OVERLAND JOURNEY TO CARSON VALLEY AND CALIFORNIA, by Hozial H. Baker. · (San
Francisco, the Book Club of California, 1973. 91p., port., $16.00.
Limited edition of 450 copies; re print of the original edition published in Seneca Falls, N.Y. in
1861).
It is almost superfluous to say that
a publication of the Book Club of
California is a well-chosen, superbly
printed and meticulously edited addition to Western Americana. Certainly this OVERLAND JOURNEY
meets all these criteria.
First of all, it is an overland journal with a difference. Written ten
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years after the hectic gold rush of
'49, it chronicles the adventures of
a seventy-year old who made m?st
of the trip to California on foot, with
better spirits and stamina than many
younger men. A man of fai~ edu~a 
tion, he enlivens the narrative With
sympathetic or amusing stories. Even
his terse entries : "December 4th. The
winds are high and drifting the snow
about in a wonderful manner. Too
tedious to be out" have a wry charm.
Shortly after this entry he decided
to leave the Nevada job which he
had taken to accumulate some cash,
and to strike out for California
alone over the mountains. But for
the kindness of two young travelers
he would probably never have survived to reach Sacramento and San
Francisco. Here he judged there was
no chance for strangers to get employment, and promptly took passage
for Panama, the final entries of the
journal describing his return to his
home in Seneca Falls. Like many of
the Klondike adventures, the journey
seems to have become an end in itself for him, and once it was accomplished he was anxious to be
back with his old neighbors.
Ferol Hagen has supplied an introduction and notes which supplement the text and clarify many of
the references. The format of the
book echoes that of the last century,
with paper-covered boards, cover
illustrations and type in harmony
with the fine printing of that era.
This is a book to enjoy - physically slight, admittedly not of great
significance, it nevertheless holds the
interest of the reader, increases our
understanding of the development of
the country and leaves us feeling
that we have made the acquaintance
of a gallant old gentleman.
The \Vilderness Press of Berkeley
has issued three more numbers of
its Sierra Hiking Guide series nos. 10, 11 and 12. Uniform in for-
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mat and price ($1.95,) these genuine
"vade mecums" will be welcomed by
novice and seasoned hikers alike.
i'v!T. GODDARD, by John W. Robinson. (86p. illus., fold. map)
1-.IEH.CED PEAK, by Bob and Marrraret Pierce (86p., illus., fold . map)
b
RETCH HETCHY, by Ron Felzer.
(85p ., illus ., fold. map)
Each of the volumes has preliminary chapters on the country; its
history, geology, flora, fauna and
climate, with the longest part de voted to a detailed description of
the main and secondary trails. There
are two pages each of special information for backpackers, hikers and
climbers, a bibliography, and a re production of the pertinent cluadranrrle topographic map.
Even arm chair hikers will enjoy
reading these Guides for their description of the scenery and their
bits of legend.

A final note - the William Printing Company of Cambria, California,_
has notified us that by December of
this year they hope to b e able to
issue WHERE THE HIGHWAY
ENDS, a history of the Cambria
area written by Geneva Hamilton.
Publication, however, will depend
upon the receipt of a sufficient number of advance sales, paymen t for
which will be held in a trust account.
The narrative, beginning with the
passage of the Portola expedition
and including also economic and social history, will he issued in a "profus ely illustrated cloth bound book
with more than 2.50 pages" at a cost
of $7 ..50 plus tax and maili ng.

AN INDIAN CANAAN, Isaac McCoy and the Vision of an Indian State, by
George A. Schultz, head of the Department of History, University of
Manitoba, published by the University of Oklahoma Press, 1972 (Civilization of the American Indian Series), $8.95, hard cover, 230 pp. including
bibliography, index, maps and illustrations. To quote from the forward by
Robert E. Bell: "This chronicle, more than a biography of Isaac McCoy
. . . is both refreshing and sorrowful . . . The scene is sorrowful in that
it recounts the Indian's sufferings which McCoy (a Baptist missionary)
hoped to alleviate by the creation of an Indian Canaan - an impractical
and unrealistic plan." The scene is laid in the middle west and ends with
McCoy's death in 1846.

THE CALL OF GOLD, True Tales on the Gold Road to Yosemite by Newell
D. Chamberlin. Pertains to the Mother Lode country of Mariposa County.
First printing 1936; second printing revised 1972. Copyrighted by Valley
Publishers (Fresno). $5.95, hard cover, 187 pp. including illustrations, appendix, and notes and references .

FROM COLONY TO EMPIRE, Essays in the History of American Foreign
Relations, Edited by William Appleman Williams, 1972, Hard cover, John
Wiley & Sons publisher, 506 pp. including notes, illustrations, maps, author
and subject indexes, and introduction and conclusion by the editor. Chapter
2, The American Empire Makes its Bow on the World Stage, 1803-1845,
and Chapter 3 Empire in Midpassage, 1845-1867 were contributed by
historian Richard W. Van Alstyne of the Callison College faculty. In the
introduction W illiams says: "Richard W. Van Alstyne is a gifted and dedicated critical scholar .. . he has continued to write excellent history."
"In this essay .. . He makes it clear . .. that Thomas Jefferson constantly
linked democracy with expansion and was almost wildly optimistic about
the power of America. He is tough minded about the way that the
economics of commerce pushed the United States ever outward, and very
subtle about the manner in which Andrew Jackson used the lure of the
Pacific trade to lull northern fears of southern ambitions. Yet he never
neglects the push southward for slaves and trade."

KANSAS PLACE-NAMES, by John Rydjord, copyrighted 1972 by the University of Oklahoma Press, Norman. $20.00 Hard cover, 609 pp. including
preface, forty-two chapters classifying names as to origin, Appendix, Notes,
Bibliography, Index, and maps. The author's previous experience and reputation mark him as admirably qualified for such work. He is now Dean
Emeritus of the Graduate School, Wichita State University.

ORIGINAL ACCOUNTS OF THE LONE WOMAN OF SAN NICOLAS
ISLAND edited by Robert F. Heizer and Albert E. Elsasser. Reprinted in
1973 (paperback) by BaHena Press, P. 0. Box 711, Ramona, CA 92065.
46 pp. including appendix. A reprint of the University of California
Archaelogical Survey Report No. 55, newly revised by the editors. $2.50.
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PROTESTANTISM AND SOCIAL REFORM IN NEW SOUTH WALES
1810-1910 by J. D. Bollen, Melbourne University Press, 1972. $9.00,
Hard cover, 199 pp. including notes, illustrations, appendix, bibliography
and index.
A SAGEBRUSH HERITAGE bTLorena Edwards Meadows, the biography of
Benjamin Franklin Edwards, illustrated by Patricia Meadows Robertson.
Copyrighted 1972 by Harlan-Young Press, San Jose, CA $7.50 hard cover,
298 pp. including bibliography, index, illustrations and maps. The biography of a self-made man by his daughter.
SEA POWER IN THE PACIFIC a history from the eighteenth century to
the present day, copyrighted by the author in 1972, published in the U.S.
by Crane, Russack & Co. Inc., New York. $12.50. Hard cover. 281 pp.,
including numerous maps, bibliography and index. Captain Macintyre
served in the Royal Navy for many years and was a Destroyer Commander during the Second World War. He has seen service all over the Pacific
and is thus well qualified to write this book. He is also a noted naval
historian and the author of several books including The Battle for the
Pacific, U-Boat Killer, The Battle of the Atlantic and others. He p.ow
works in the Historical Section of the Ministry of Defense.
STREAMS IN A THIRSTY LAND, A History of the Turlock Region by
Helen Alma Hohenthal and twenty-six other authors, edited by John Edwards Caswell and illustrated by Viola Siebe Sonntag, published by the
City of Turlock, 1972. Order from Turlock Centennial Foundation, P. 0.
Box 1694, Turlock, CA 95380. Hard cover, 338 nine by eleven inch pages,
including numerous illustrations, maps, notes, list of sources and index.
This beautiful book is a lasting monument to the community effort which
prompted it.

THE JEWS OF SAN FRANCISCO AND. THE GREATER BAY
AREA, 1849-1919, an annotated bibliography compiled by Sara
G. Cogan with a forward by Moses Rischin. (Berkeley, Calif.,
Western Jewish History Center, Judah L. Magnes Memorial
Museum, 1973. 127 p., front 500 copies printed, $22.)
Librarians have an especial affinity for bibliographies, and librarian Sara Cogan has combined this expertise with a scholar's
patient toil to produce her second annotated bibliography dealing
with the Jews of California, published as the second in the Western
Jewish Americana series.
Comprising 609 items, the bibliography is comprehensive in
scope but selective in inclusion. Each item is coded to show at
least one library where it may be consulted. Primary sources,
which comprise roughly five-sixths of the total, are confined to the
pre-World War II era, and. well-known personages are represented
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only by their major biographies and any new material that may
have become available. Sale catalogs and photographic collections
are omitted.
Careful annotations and an excellent index increase the value of
the work, which includes materials widely disparate in length
and breadth, but which, in toto, form a valuable compilation for
student and scholar. Moses Rischin states in the foreward that it
is the first comprehensive guide to the historical sources for an important ethnic group in any major American city. Let us hope that
it will be the first of a series which will maintain the same quality.

Introducing Our New Book Review Editor
Ernestine Smutny

Ernestine
Smutny
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Ernestine Smutny, the new Book Heview Editor, asked that not much space
be devoted to her biography - there are just too many interesting books to
be covered to waste a page on the behind-the-scenes workers! But in order
to help her become a person rather than just a name to our readers, here
are a few pertinent facts.
The youngest of three girls, she was born in the Norfolk area of Tidewater,
Virginia (which explains why she pronounces "out" in the way she does)
of pre-Revolutionary stock. She says that only her maternal grandmother's
family had much claim to well-established lineage records, land grants and
the like, and even if her great-grandfather had not lost all his property after
the Civil War (because he went on notes for his friends, not because of the
war) it would not have made any difference to her, since her grandmother
eloped at 18 to marry a handsome young circuit minister who had little to
offer her but love! Always an avid reader, she originally intended to become
a librarian, but somehow she had grown up with th e idea of taking Latin and
Greek as soon as possible, and although she did take a minor in library
science she eventually majored in Latin and Greek with another minor in
philosophy at William and Mary. She was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in the
fall of her senior year, and had the thrill of being initiated "Alpha of Virginia" with a banquet in the historic Raliegh Tavern served in grand
Colonial style. The years in Williamsburg helped intensify an already strong
interest in American history, and she was privileged to be allowed to take
a graduate seminar in which the students prepared research papers on various controversial topics.
After graduation she served as a teacher-librarian in the Norfolk County
schools, devoted one year to the war effort as a payroll clerk in the Navy,
taught Latin and Ancient History at Stuart Hall in Staunton, and then returned to school, choosing to attend Columbia University for a Masters of
Arts in Latin. Her.e she met a fellow classicist and, as she said, she received
the "mistress" before the "master." Her husband, attracted to California by
his memories of his ASTP days at Stanford, decided to go to Berkeley for
his doctorate. It was at this time that she elected to take a graduate degree in
Librarianship, and she has been working happily in libraries ever since.
During the eight years she worked at the Stockton Public Library she
handled the indexing of the Record and became very familiar with the
local history collections, and she spent many hours at the Pioneer i\!useum at
Earl Rowland's request. At the University of the Pacific, where she has
been Serials Librarian since 1963, she has continued to have an active interest in California History, and has maintained a close association with the
Stuart Library. Mrs. Smutney is listed in Who's Who of American Women
and Who's Who in Library Service. She is also a member of Phi Kappa Phi
and several professional organizations. Although her free time is already devoted to the compilation of a union list of periodicals in the five counties
of Amador, Calaveras, San }oar1uin, Stanislaus and Tuolumne (with Merced
soon to be added) she accepted the additional task of Book Editor for the
Historian with pleasure and in the hope that she would be able to continue
the fine example of her predecessors.
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JANET GooDRUM

Manzanita berries come from an aromatic shrub which grows
abundantly on the Pacific slopes. In the spring beautiful white and
dark pink flowers enhance the mahogany colored knotted wood.
As the summer comes the small berries ripen and they are enjoyed
raw, tasting similar to an apple. Many berries are gathered and
dried, to be pounded into a flour later. Mrs. Lizzie Enos demonstrates in the following illustrations her recipe for Manzanita
Cider.
All photos courtesy of California Park and Rec::reation Department

Manzanita berries freshly gathered to be eaten raw or dried for
pounding into flour.
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Grinding the manzanita berries
into a dry flour.
Sifting the seeds out of the dry
manzanita flour.

Finished flour with all seeds
out.

Pouring flour into a large pan.
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Adding water to dry flour to
make a mash. Strength desired
is determined by amount of
water added. Make to personal
taste.

Stirring the 11WSh before straining. Do this thoroughly.

Straining mash to obtain cider
juice.

Pouring mash into a cloth to
prepare for straining juice.

The rewarding cool drink.
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OWENS VALLEY AS I KNEW IT
By DL R. Coke Wood
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$4 50

OvVENS VALLEY is the story of the Owens Valley-Los Ang~les
water controversy as seen through the eyes of the author, who
grew up in Bishop, California.

2.

JEDEDIAH STRONG SMITH, FUR TRADER
FROM OHIO, By D. W. Garber
$4.50

D. W. Garber, longtime writer and friend of Dale Morgan, presents new evidence on Jed's early years.
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CHEYENNE AND SIOUX
Edited by Ronald H. Limbaugh
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$5.50

Dr. Limbaugh edited the notes of Dr. Marquis, who served as
government physician among the Cheyenne and Sioux Indians.
This Monograph is all new materials and gives an ethnic interpretation of the tribes as seen through Indian eyes. (To be released December l , 1973.)

--------------------- ----------- ---------------------------Ple.se send me cop;es of Monographs One & Two as
indicated:
copies of OWENS VALLEY AS I KNEW IT
at $4.50 each
copies of JEDEDIAH STRONG SMITH
at $4.50 each
(Price includes tax & mailing)
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Era of Country Weeklies," l:l-18
"The Adin Argus, the End of the
Hand Press Era of Country Weeklies," 1:1-18
Adin Hawkeye, 1:1,2,3
Agrarian Reform Law of 1952
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Annetta Daisy, see Daisey, Naunita
R. H.
"Another r.tyth Answered," hy Clifford M. Drury, 1:43-48
Afrueduct Bill, 1:28
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!:Insert 15, 16, 18
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Arbenz, Maria, !:Insert 16
Arbenz Guzm{m, Colonel Jacobo,
!:Insert 10-24 passim
Arevalo Bermejo, Dr. Juan Jose,
!:Insert 8, 10-21 passim, 25
Arguello, Concepcion, 2:75
Argus-Gazette, l: 16
Arkansas City, Kansas, 3:42, 43
Arkansas River, 4:16, 17, 18, 20
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Asborno, Edith, 2:7
Ashley, William H., 4:16, 17
Ashtabula, Ohio, 1:55
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The Western Peace Officer, 1:103104
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Bailey Paul, Polygamy Was Better
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Baker, C. C., 2:41
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The Story of a Land and Its People, rev., 4:75-76
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Bancroft, H . H., 2:10
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Bancroft Library, 1:54; 3:17, 26
Baptist Home Mission Society, 2:58,
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Barmore, A. G., 2:34
Barnes, Lafayette Samuel, 1:1, 2, 3
Bartell, Sam, 3:44
Bartlett, Franklina Gray, 1:73-79
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Bartlett, Lanier, 1:80
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(poem), by Michael Gallagher,
4:lnside Back Cover
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Benevolent Societies in San Francisco, 4:65-71 passim
Benjamin, Theodosia, rev. of Goldberg and Wright, I Am a Sensation, 1:96
Bennett, James A., 4:20
Benton, Senator Thomas Hart, 4:21
Bieber Big Valley Gazette, 1:12, 16
Big Pine, California, 1:21, 31, 32
Big Valley, California, 1:1, 3, 4, 5,
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of the Frontier Thesis, A Study in
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The Far Western Frontier, 18301860, excerpted, 4:15
Bingham, Robert W., 1:65
Bird, Traveller, Tell Them They Lie,
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Biskup, Peter, Not Slaves, Not Citizens, rev. , 4:76-77
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Bixler, David, 1:37
Bohemian Club Library, 3:14
Bonner, Thomas D ., ed., The Life
and Adventures of James P . Beckwourth, rev., 2:82-83
Borden, Diane M., rev. of Keithley,
The Donner Party, 2:88-89
Bourke, John G., On the Border with
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Brigham, Reverend Charles H., 4:63
Brown, Herrick F., 4:36-40 passim
Bruno, Giordano, 2:28
Buckley, Christopher T., 2:80
Bullock, Thomas S., 4:47, 48, 53
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Burns, Dr. Robert E ., Z:12
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Cook, Ina Peterson, 3:12, 14, 15, 17,
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Cooke, Captain Phillip St. George,
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Second London Naval Conference
(193.5), 1:62-67 passim; 2:61, 62
Sem Yeto, Chief, 4:31, 32, 33
Serra, Father Junipero, 2:10
Sexton, Perry, 2:31
Shepard, Irving, 3:23
Short, Father, 4:2
Shuler, Rev. Bob, 2:31
"Sidelights on David Hewes and His
Household," by Allen W. Goddard,
1:73-81
Sierra Railway Company, see "A
Brief History of the Sierra Railway," 4:47-.53
Sierra Star, 4 :37, 39, 40
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Silvert, Kalman, !:Insert 12
Simons, Eunice Smith, 1:.55, 56
Simons, Solomon A., 1:55, 56, 57
Simons, Dr. Titus Gordon Vespasian,
1:53-5 7 passim
Simpson, George, 1:45, 51; 4:41
Sinex, Rev. Thomas, 1:84
Siskiyou County, 1:1
Small, Mary Alice, see Pickard, Mary
Small
Smith, Rev. Asa B., 1:45, 46, 50
Smith, Cortlandt, rev. of Salisbury,
To Peking and Beyond: A Report on
the New Asia, 3:67-68
Smith, Cyrus, 1:55, 56
Smith, Don Carlos, 3 :12
Smith, Ezra Delos, 1:54-58 passim
Smith, Ira, 1:.56
Smith, Ira Austin, 1:54, 58
Smith, Jackson and Sublette Fur
Company, 1:53
Smith, Jedediah, Sr., 1:5.5
Smith, Jedediah Strong, see "Another Myth Answered," 1:43-48;
see "Don Chase's Rejoinder to Dr.
Drury March 21, 1972," 1:49-52;
see "Jedediah Smith's Elder Brother, Ralph," 1:53-60; see Roving
Moccasin (poem), 3:3; 4:18, 38,
41, 42
Smith, Joseph, 3:12
Smith, Josephine Donna, see Coolbrith, Ina
Smith, Louisa Levina Simons, 1:.54,
.56-57, 58
Smith, Maria Isbell, 1:54, 58
Smith, Dr. Matthew D ., "Jedediah
Smith's Elder Brother, Ralph,"
1:53-60
Smith, Nelda, "Stuart Library Gradual," 4:30
Smith, Nelson, 1:56
Smith, Peter, 1:56
Smith, Ralph, see "Jedediah Smith's
Elder Brother, Ralph," 1:53-60
Smith, Robert E., rev. of Bird,
Tell Them They Lie, The Sequoyah
Myth, 1:92; rev. of Howard, Sacajawea, 1:93

Smith, Walter Loraine, 1:55, 57, 58
Smith, Will L., 2:31
Smutny, Ernestine; "Looks at Western Books," 3:61-72; "Looks at
Western Books," 4:75-83; "Introducing the New Book Editor,"
4:84
Solano, Chief, see Sem Yeto
Soldier and Brave: Historic Places
Associated with Indian Affairs and
the Indian Wars in the Trans-Mississippi West, edited by Robert G.
Ferris, rev., 2:83-84
"Solving the Puzzle of the 'Mystery
Angel'," by Raymund F . Wood,
4 :35-46
Sonoma, California, 4:31, 32, 33
Sonora, California, 4:47, 49, 50, 52
Souther, James 0 ., 1:10
Southern Sierra Power Company,
2:42
Spalding, Eliza, 1:43
Spalding, Henry Harmon, 1:43
Spaulding, Frank R., 2:31
Spencer, Rev. Dwight, 2:58-59
Spencer, S., 1:55
Sperry, Elizabeth, 4:47
Sperry, James B., 4:48
The Spinners, 3:25, 27
Spokane Garry, 1:44-46 passim, 49-52
passim
Spokane, Washington, 1:45
Sprague, Claire D. , "Making It With
Bread," 2:1-8
Sproul, Robert Gordon, 2:15
Stafford, J . G., 2:35
Stanford, Jane, 1:79
Stanford, Leland, 1:79; 2:13
Stanford, Leland, Jr., 2:13
Stanley, R. H., 1:5
Startzer, Mabel, l :56
Sterling, George, 3:22-27 passim
Stetson, Albert L., 4:47
Stevenson, Jonathan D., 3:49
Stockton, California, 1:41; 2:1, 7, 12
Stockton Independent, 1:42
"The Stockton Olympic Club Relived," by Sally Van Dyke, 3:57-60

Stockton Record, excerpted, 3 :58
Stockton Times, excerpted, 1:36
Stoddard, Charles Warren, 3:14, 24
Story of lnyo, by Will Chalfant, excerpted, l :22
Stuart, Reginald R., "John Swett,
Teacher," 2:79-81
Stuart, Winifred H ., "John Swett,
Teacher," 2 :79-81
"Stuart Library Gradual," by George
Nemeth and Nelda Smith, 4:30
Suisun Indians, 4:31, 32
Sullivan, John, 4:58
Sullivan, Maurice, 1:54
Summers, Judge Verne, 2:48
Smnner, Colonel Edwin Vose, 4:22
Surprise Valley, California, 1:1
Surprise Valley Record, 1:5
Susanville, California, 1:6, 7, 12, 13
Sutter, John A., 2:77
Swagerty, June, 3:60
Swanson, Claude A., 2:61, 62
Sweeney, Ben, "Jack London's Noble
Lady," 3:20-31
Swett, John, 2:14; see "John Swett,
Teacher," 2:79-81; 4 :64
Swett, Mary, 2:81
Swimming, competition, see "The
Stockton Olympic Club Relived,"
3:57-60
Symons, William, 1:20
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Talbot, Thomas, 4 :17
Taylor, Philip, !:Insert 22
Taylor, William, 1:85; 2:11
Teague, C. C., 2:37
Tell Them They Lie, The Sequoyah
Myth, by Traveller Bird, rev., 1:92
Thomes, William Henry, 4:63
Tippett, Bishop Donald Harvey, 1:84
To Peking and Beyond: A Report on
the New Asia, by Harrison E.
Salisbury, rev., 3:67-68
Towne, W. R., 4:47
Tracy, California, 1:41
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Tuolumne City, California, 4:49, 50,
52
Tustin, California, 1:78,80
Tye, Dorothy, "The Grand Motion,"
2:19-28

- u Ubico y Castaneda, General Jorge,
1:Insert 1-3 passim, 7-10 passim,
24
Ueland-Svegeborg, Andreas E. J.,
3:40
Umpqua Indians, 1:51
Underhill,
Lonnie
E ., "Women
Homeseekers in Oklahoma Territory, 1889-1901," 3:36-47
Union Island, 1:36-39, 41
United Fruit Company, !:Insert 5,
18, 20, 25
U.S. Christian Commission, 2:59
U.S. Land Office, 1:12
U.S. Merchant Marine, 2:62
United States Navy, 1:62, 68; 2:6070 passim
U. S. Post Office, 1:4, 5, 11, 13, 15,
16; 2:62
United States State Department,
1:63, 64, 65, 68; 2:61, 62
University of California, 2:9, 11, 1316 passim; 2:81; 4:65
University of the Pacific, 1:49; 2:9,
11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 20
University of San Carlos of Guatemala, !:Insert 13
University of Santa Clara, 2:12
University of Southern California,
2:12, 13
Unwritten History, Life Among the
Modocs, by Joaquin Miller, rev.,
2:94

v Vallejo, Senora Francisca Benicia,
4:32
Vallejo, Jose Mariano, 4:32, 33
Vallejo, General Mariano Guadalupe,
see "A Day General Vallejo Never
Forgot," 4:31-34
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Vallejo, Dr. Platon, 4:32
Vallejo, Salvador, 4:32
Van Alstyne, Margaret, "Looks at
Western Books," 1:88-104; 2:82-94;
rev. of Miller, Unwritten History,
Life Among the Modocs, 2:94;
"Biographical
Notes,
Margaret
Van Alstyne, Former Book Editor,"
3:74-76
Va.n Dyke, Fred, 3:57-60 passim
Van Dyke, Sally, "The Stockton
Olympic Club Relived," 3:57-60
Van Norman, Claude H., 1:24
Van Norman, H. A., 1:24; 2 :34, 35,
41
Vanderbilt, Cornelius, Jr., 2:31
Veteran Welfare Commission, 1:22
Victoria Island, 1:41
Vincent, Bishop, 1:84
Vinson, U.S. Representative from
Georgia, 2:61, 63, 64
Vinson Bill of 1934, 2:61

- W Walker, Joseph Reddeford, 4:38
War of 1812, 1:53
Ware, Philip, rev. of Gibbs, Disaster
Log of Ships, 3 :88-89
Warner, A. J., 1:57
Warren, George, 2:34
Washington Naval Conference and
Treaty, 1:63, 64, 65
vVater rights, Southern California,
see "Owens Valley As I Knew It,"
Part IV, "The Beginning of · the
Conflict," 1:19-35; Part V, "The
Valley of Desolation," 2 :29-53
Watson, C. P., 1:32; 2:30
Watterson, George, 1:20
Watterson, Mark Q ., 1:27, 33, 34, 35
Watterson, Wilfred W., 1:27, 33, 34
Watzelrode, Lucas, 2:25
Wayne County, Ohio, 1:55
Weber, Hev. Francis J., ed., "California Catholicity in 1848, A Layman's Appraisal," 3:48-56

Weekly Adin Argus, see "The Adin
Argus, the End of the . Hand Press
E ra of Country Weeklies," 1:1-18
Welholf, Meyer, 4 :61
Wells Fargo Bank, 1:34
Western Newspaper Union, 1:15
The Western Peace Officer, by Frank
Richard Prassel, rev., 1:103-104
Wetmore, Alphonso, 4:17, 21
Wharton, Captain Clifton, 4:19
Wheeler, Benjamin Ide, 2:15, 81
Wheeler, Reverend Osgood, 4:60
Whitaker, Herman, 3:25, 26, 27
White, Judge William, 2:49
Whitman, Dr. Marcus, 1:43, 44, 47
Whitsett, Los Angeles Water Board
Commissioner, 2 :38
Widney, Dr. Joseph, 2 :13
Widney, Robert Madey, 2:12, 13
Wilcox, Allen C., rev. of Martineau,
The Rocks Begin to Speak, 3:65-

66
Willamette Valley, Oregon, 1:43
Willey, Reverend Samuel Hopkins,
4:60-61, 62, 65
Williams, Dan E., 1:30
Williams, General T . H., 1:37
Williamson, Effie, 3:42
Wilson, Ezra Morton, 1:4, 5, 13
Wilson, Mary Lee, 1:13
Wilson, Samuel A., 1:4,5
Wilson, Spencer, "A Look at Santa
Monica in 1903," 2:58-59
Wilson, Woodrow, 1:68
Winnipeg, Canada, 1:44-47 passim,
49-52 passim
Winters, Charles, 1:20

Women, in early San Francisco, 4:66,

71
"Women Homeseekers in Oklahoma
Territory, 1889-1901," by Lonnie
E. Underhill and Daniel F. Littlefield, Jr., 3:36-47
Wood, James R., 3:44, 45
Wood, R. Coke, "Owens Valley As
I Knew It," Part IV, "The Beginning of the Conflict," 1:19-35;
Part V, "The Valley of Desolation," 2:29-53; rev. of Egan, Sand
in a Whirlwind: The Paiute Indian War of 1860, 3:61-62.
Wood, Raymund Francis, Ina Coolbrith, Librarian and Laureate of
California, rev., 3:32-35; "Solving
the Puzzle of the 'Mystery Angel',"
4:35-46
World Disarmament Conference, 1:62
Wright, George, ed., I Am a Sensation, rev., I :96..
Wright, H . R., 2:35
Wright, Ralph, 3:57-60 passim
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Yamamoto, Admiral, 1:64
Ydigoras Fuentes, General, !:Insert
24
Yetter, Joseph, 1:55, 56, 57
Yetter, Louisa Matilda Smith, 1:55
Yosemite Valley, California, 4:47
Young, Walter B., 2:31
Young Men's Christian Association, in
San Francisco, 4:67, 68, 69
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BEING WITH GOD ON A SUMMER DAY
Far from the cold that has to power to
Induce fear, I lie here in this Mark Twain
Afternoon that is so warm and so slow;
And is so still that I feel timeless in
This place. These California coastal hills
Allow one to be in any part of
History. The Bay-woods and these Oaks have
Always flowed like green ribbons with the rills
Down from these hills toward the Pacific
Ocean. Surrounded by their shade I dream
In the nineteenth and eighteenth centuries
And watch an elegant doe drink the cool
Water that trickles u;ith songs beneath my
Lone camp; and feel the joy from the cooing
And romantic flight of two bluejays that
Chase after each other thru streaking sunbeams that
Filter thru the tree-tops. Here restlessness
Is quelled and my soul is in lwrmony
With the spiritualism and simple
Pleasure that prevails this environment.

MICHAEL GALLAGHER
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